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Coordinator's eligibility
status shakes UGSA
By Erika Gravett
Hilltop Staff Writer

Height
reunites
family values'
1

By Dallas W. Jackson
Hilltop Staff Writer

Making its seventh appearance in t~1 c Washi11gto11, D.C.
area. the annl1al Bla ck Family
Reunion will celebrate the 80th
birthda y of Dr. Doro th y I .
Heigl11.
~
The life a11d ach ieve1nents of
the presider11 and CEO of the
Natio11al Cbuncil of Neg r o
Women (NCN \V) \viii be highlighted dL1ring 1he event, which
more tl1 ;1n two million peo ple
attended last yejr.
Heig ht began sponsoring the
reunion s in 1986 as a way to pron1ote the black family. One o~
the purposes of the NCNW is td
c hallenge today·s black family to
stay s1rong and to stay together.
Heigl1t created the Black Family
Reu11ion for tl1ree n1ain purposes,
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\vhiCh are: to build upon the hi storical , traditional, and c ultural
strengtl1 s of the black family; to
facilitat e self-help soluti ons to
issues affer;ting black famil~es teen preg11ancy. drug abuse,
unemploy111eilt , educa ti on, and
health; and to create an um brella
by \Vhich government, public and
private institutio11s, corporations,
community based organizations,
the media. and concer11ed individuals could work together on
family-related issues.
''The concept of self-help
fo r the black fatnily i ~ contrary to
publit opinio11." Heig ht s aid .
''The in1age of de pe nd e ncy is
always put forth, but the reality is
that we l1ave helped ourselves
and we have provided for our- 1
selves n1any services our white
brother s and s i s ters take for
granted~·
.:.
Height hopes th~t through the
reunions , so lutions to some of the
problc111 s \vithin the black com111unity can be found.
··so much has been
drilled into us about what is
wrong with di.Ir co1nmunity,'' she
said . ''We're looking at what ~e .t
have to work with it."
Other si te s for the reunions
include Pl1ilt1delphia, Atlanta,
Washin gton. and ''ri ot-healing''
Los A11gcle s.
He ight believes that most of
the problem s that res ide in the
commun ity can be solved in the
community itself..
'
''The black family ... it
has demonstrated strength against
the worst kind .of oppression, and
now with ·growing economic
probl e1ns, we have to draw on
that stre nglh ,'' Height said .
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It was then that Crawford and must be in 'good academic
brought the question of Tucker 's ·. standing at the ti1ne of electio n
,
'
eligibility
to
serve
as and during h is or her term of
'
Coordinator of UGSA to it s office.
members . Article I, Section JV,
"'Accordin g 10 the co11sti tuIt e ms two and three of the tion. you have 110 power here.
Howard
University Student You are not a stude nt at Howard
,
Association
( HUSA ) U niversity, and/or )' Ou are not in
good acade 1nic s tanding :·
Co n s titu~ion ~ tate that University
officers a11d repre sentative s to C rawford said ju$1 hours .after a
HUSA,
UGSA
and ve rification and eligibility 111en10
Belinda Lightfoot
GSA(Graduate
Student fro111
Assembly) must be full-time stu- Watkin s, d irector of st ud e nt
dents during their tenn in office
See UGSA, page A 13

The Undergraduate Student
Assembly (UGSA) is in an
uproar after Coordinator Kevin
Tucker and Vice -Coo rdinator
Carol Crawford exchanged fire
3t its first meeting on Tuesday.
Tucker, who entered the
meeting more than thirty min utes after Crawford called the
meeting to order, assumed the
role of chairperson of the meeting upon his arrival .

Philosophy chair overlooks
accusations, keeps planning
By Erika Gravett
Hilltop Staff Writer
Dr. Segun Gbadegesi n, the new philosophy
department chairman, has not let the controversy
surrounding hi s appointment stop him from trying
to improve the department.
''These things happened before I came here .
So, I look at it from an observer's perspective. Of
course it affects me, but my reputation has not
been damaged . One c;annot but worry about the
negative image that is sought for the department,"

Gbadegesin said.
''I came here to contribute to the strength of the
department, not to the destruction of the depart-

. ment. I'm just glad that thus far thi s controversy
has not detracted me from th a~ path.' ' he said.
Under Gbadegesin 's leadership. two fa c ulty
meetings have already been he ld to revie\v the current philo so phy curric ulum . Acco rdin g to
Gbadegesin, all members of the faculty \vere present with the exception o( associ<tte professo r
Chernor Jalloh, wbo o pp oses Gbadegesi n 's
appointment.
-~~'The department was in trouble \vithout a
chairman. Things seemed to be drifting e11dlessly.
The undergraduat e c urriculu111 11eeds to be
reviewed, and the graduate currlcL1lu111 needs to be
•

See Planning, page A13
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"The Mother of Dance" will teach never-before-seen works to budding artist.
'

Local dancers to meet the 'Pearl' at HU
By Omowale Elson
Hilltop Staff Writer
The defiant, spiritual force of
black dance and its cross-cultural heritage will fonn the essence
'
of what Howard University
dance students will receive at the

foot of the woman dubbed "the
Mother of African-American
Dance.''
Acclaimed choreographer
and anthropologist, Dr. .Pearle
Primus, has been made available

to
Howard and American
Universities through a $121,300
grant from the Lila Wallace
Reader's Digest Arts Partners
Program to conduct a threemonth project, which includes
six weeks in residence.
Listed among the activities
are lecture-demonstrations, master classes, and seminars: but the
'inain feature of the program will
•
be the selection of a cast to perfonn Primus' rarely-seen works.
The concerts will be held at

Cramton Audi1 or it11n and the
John F. Kennedy Ce11ter for the
Performing Arts' T errace
Theatre in December.
Meanwhil e, auditions for
students from Howard and
American Universities, will be
held on Saturday al the College
of -Fine Arts Annex Building

from 12 p.m-3 p.m. , and on

•

''Giving what you Y!lsh you
had is better than getting.''
-Marshall Faulk

Sunday
at _ the
Cassell
Gymnasium from I ~ a.m.-2 p .m .
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See Pearl, page A 13
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Professor charges University spied on him
By Erika Gravett

asserted that he is not aware of

Hilltop Staff Writer

the activities of the agent,''
Jalloh said.
In addition to pursuing legal

1

A Howard University associ-

'

o~i-

as an adjunct professor
1of ophy 1n . the phtlosop Y

Philosophical Association .'.'
Furt~ennore,Jalloh.saidth..'it
he questioned the legality of the

department 10 August 1991 , ''
Jalloh said in a statement sub-

:1te professor of philosophy, Dr. action , Jalloh is ~aking the sec- rriitted to THE HJUTOP earlier
C l1 cr 11o r Jalloh . is considerin g ond appo intment of Dr. Joseph this week.
11ursl1i11g legal actio11 against the A s ike to the American
''I claim that Lee illegally
L 11 i' ~ r s i ty for allegedly dis- Philosophical Association (APA) appointed Outlaw to head a
11;.1lchi11g an u11dercover agent to for investigation.
search committee for c hairper11 i~ c l:1sses on the first day of
According to Jalloh, both son of the philosophy depart:.ctiotll.
appointme nt s were illegal. for ment in September 1991 . It folA!..'co rding to Jall oh, an l\VO reasons.
lows from these two claims that
l111l1e rcoyer agent followed him
The first reason was that the the 'fruit' of the search committo three classes and took verbachairman of the search commit- tee, the full professorship with
1i1n r1 o te s on Monday, Augu s t lee was appointed illegally as an tenure appointments of Asike
24. He ha s written accounts adjunct professor to the and Gbadegesin in July 1992,
1·rl1 m Stl1den1 s asserting that they Univers ity. In addition, the sec- are also illegal," Jalloh said. ''I
1
"' \V tile age nt laking notes.
ond position was not advertised, also claim that Lee illegally
Jalloh questioned Lawrence which was a violation pf
· the fill"'d a position in the departJ)11"•sc111. assoc iate direclor of the . APA hiring code
.,..
·
~ent that was nol advertised, a
..,i.'.t: l1rity division. about the
'' I claim thal Lee (Dean of the
hands-down violation of the hir;.il l!.!gcd u.11dercover agent. ''I College of Arts & SciencCs) illeing code of the American
'IJOkl! to Mr. Dawson and he gally hired Dr. Lu sc iu s Out law

department at that time) had not

search committee before the

refused Outlaw's appointment. I
assumed ·Outlaw was on the faculty legally. (Charles) Veheran

appointments were made.
''I s tarted com plaining in
March 1992. I was in Ladner's
(Dr. Joyce Ladner, vice president
for' academic affairs) office in
March and Jenifer's (University
Presideht) office in May," Jalloh
said.
According to Jalloh, he
did participate in the committee
until he di scovered that Outlaw
was illegally appointed to the
faculty . He also stated that
Outlaw was hired in Augu s t
1991 , while Jalloh received hi s
· 0 ctober 199 I .
tenure 1n
''I was not in a position to
know that (the only tenured faculty member in the philosophy

(a tenured philosophy professor)
nev er voted o n Outlaw's
appointment," Jalloh said. ''This
is a political question. They are
using the appointment (of the
chair) to demean the rights of the
tenured' faculty."
Although Jalloh is considering taking legal actions against
the University for allegedly hiring arl undercover agent, to spy
on him and presenting his allegatiOns to the APA concerning
the second appointment of Dr.
Joseph Asike, some members o f.
the philosophy department feel it
is lime to move on.
''For the good of the students

By Jamila White

1he escort se rvice has grown in

p.m. to 9 p.m., and 5 p.m. to 12

Students needing escorts

Hilltop Staff Writer

size from approx imately 20
esco rt s to app rox imately 30
escorts, sa id Corey Martin,
Direc to r of the Howard

midnight,
M onday
thru
Thursday . There is no service
on Friday and Saturday.
According to Martin , the

should report to the front desk ~f
the Underg rad uate Library Or

."i1l1Ucr11 l'at rol has expanded it s
~"l'Ol'l

serv ice program thi s Unive rsity Student Patrol and
-.cl1clol }'t:ar. Students who live AHUSA Security Liaison.
ir1 Slo,ve Hall. Carver Hall , and
Martin hopes 10 expand the
11ri' rttc res id e11ces clos e to the
escort service even further.
111,1i r1 ca111J)llS will now be able.to
'' I'd like to see us be able to

t1!i1~1i11 a11
111

escort when traveling
;.i11(! fro111 caR1pus.
111 tl1e 1)<1<.;l. 011Jy st uden ts

li \L'd i11 tl1e o n-campus res ide11ce l1a11 ... (Dre'v Hall , Tubman
Ql1::1dra11gle, Bethune Hall, and
' ' 11t1

•

I lo\vurcl Pl aza To\vers) were able
11 1 rl.'tJllC~t an escort to and from
· 11,· I it1r·i_!r}'.
I11 <.lddition to expanding the
·11 l-.lliction of the .sttident patrol,

increase our staff to ~bou~O. so
we can have people on .foot covering 1he campus. We'd like to
have n1ore visi bility and perhaps
a vehic le of so me so rl . We ' d
•
also like to expand to seven
days a week." Martin said.
Current escort service hours
of _o peration are ba sed on the
' Undergraduate
hour s of the
' are : Suni:lay 5
L ibrary. They
'.

call 806-4624 from a dorm.
· ''I feel that the new expanded

l~l1dgct

cuts have e liminated
11 1tlL' !OlJS Ho\V<lfd Unive rsity
11 r11g ra111 s. a nd th e School of
C.Ultcatio n ha s not been a
... tr<111ge r to thi s down- sizing
ll'Cllll.

Yet. the school saw a light at
th~ c r1d of the tunnel when for111cr 111ayor Walter Washington
tl(i11<.ttcd $10,000 to the sc hool.
\\/;.1shi 11gton, the fir st black
clt:c !cc\ 111ayor of the Di strict of
r'u !u 111bia a11d a Howard alu1nr11 1-.. d(1t1ated the mo11ey to the
Scl1oul of Education in memory
(lf.
hi s
wife.
Bennetta
W;1.., l1i11gton . The graduate stu i.le111 !>ubmitting the best dissertat it111 in the area of coun seling
\\ i 11 rece i;ve the annt1al $I ,000
~l- h Lil~1 rship.
This scholarship
\,ill I)<' ti warded for at least 10
Yl':lr.'>.
~
·· 1·11c ::.l'holarship was financed
l>Y the Washington family in collt1born1ion with the Hattie Strong
Fou 11dution .
Acco rd i ng fo Waller

'

Tl1ree new dean s were
;1ppc>i nted to tfie Schools of
D (\'i nity, Education a'nd Fine
Art:.. They are Dr. Clarence G.
Ne\VS{1n1e. the dean of the
1Scl10L1I of Divinity; Dr. Mary
, ! ~·:tr1111 Rhodes Hoover. dean of
il1c S!..'l1oc>I ot· Education; and Dr.
Jc l·f R. Donaldson, dean of the
Co llege if Fire Arts; respec!ively.
Dr. Hoover, a Howard graduci te. l1as taught all gtades in addi 1ior1 io establishing the Nairobi
I)< t}' Sr.:l1 t)CJ! in California, which
11 ,1 • i11 lJ peration for almost 20
\

1_!,lf~ .

•

Wa shington. he wa nted to give
1
so1neth;ng back to the schoqJ.
'' Helping others is
so methi11g 1ny wife spent all of
her life doi ng, and she would be
ple11sed !o have nlo ney donated
that \viii give others a chance,"
Washi ngto n said.
Bennetta Wa s hington, a
H owa rd , Un ivers ity a lumna ,
spent her life serving and helping others ! Her accom p1i s h ments included work ing as a
principal , college professor, and
a member of numerous foundation s. She died in May of 1991 ,
at the age of 73.
''This was a wonderful gesture from the ipayor. The money
wil l help to bring students 10 lhe
School of Education to do graduate work 1'' sai d Mary R .
Hoo ver, dean of the school of
education .
After learning that
Washington was interested in
es1ab lishing a sc ho larship fund,
Dr. Fredrick Harper, chairman of
the department of psycho-educa-.
tiona l stuslies, and Dr. Charles

Newsome served as acting
'
dean of the Sc hool of Divinity
before assuming the position of
dean. Donaldson also served as
acting dean for the College of
Fine Arts before his appointment
as dean .

Afri~n Studies gets grant
The United States Department
of Defense is funding the
Howard University department
of African Studies, $863,067 for
a three year project for the purpose of collecting data for the
preparation of language instruction texts and radio and televi-

on. I really don't think it's necessary to go back to what was
· legal o r illegal," sa id Barbara
)McKenney, an instructor in the
'ehilosophy department.•
Graduate stude nt Juliu s·
Bailey agreed.
''As a student and former student leader, my concern
is how (Jalloh's) opinions affect
students. It's one thing to fight
for a cause, but you must use the
proper forum to champion your
cause. The classroom is nt>t the
proper forum," Bailey said. ''It's
·
for these pro blems to
important
cease, or not be champi oned in
1
H •
·
h.
the c assroom .
e 5 usi ng ts
1
bci' "
c assroom as a soap x.

to
•-

~-=-="

1-11111 [111'.foonances tbe llewlRI
~ ltll1 Clioir llu illlea fighting for their pltd
esco rt service co uld not be services will benefit the students
H111ad Uuivenity's liat of dwllned organit.adona.
-extended to Meridian Hall, Park by giving them,more options and
Dllttc lflll laal w11k of·J le, the choir's clil- 11111
Square Hall , Sutton Plaza Hall , more cove rag e," Martin saitl..
11Kw•• Pit 1e, received a tetl r.from the l)ean of Reside""'
or Eton Towers because lhe ''Any expansion in security will
Wlllilm K11ae, 11Min9 8* die gioap would no looa- lle:ltlr •
ai• • IV die n••M lk II] d UAi,easiry Resit' cwe Hall Oatr
escorts are unarmed and have to increase stude nt protection .
The I 11 _.Biven in die teller for lheir dismissal said . . . . .
have backing from campus We'd like to ease any concerns ·
.
choir lllf
away tawa tbe .,.is and purpooea fur "' •II I&
police, and those donnitories are ab'Out getting jumped on campus
w cfrlil ti," and "Ille lerdeutbip.(oftbe choir) wb ind 111
located in areas that are out of or anything like that ," he added.
•tence llldadi1essoriadon with Residence Life."
Mz•tseas of 1be cboif•a e;J«Utive board denied tbcsc ~·11
the jurisdiction of the Howard
According 10 Martin, escorts
B•2t1101

_.,eel

.

Campus Police.
must be upperclassmen and are
•
The Patrol will also have the selected based on familiarity
use of its ow n radio chan ne l , with the campus, level of experisaid Martin. Before thi s, student ence. self-defense techniques,
escorts had to go through the · and how they respond in a mock
Campus Police to communicate escort situation.
with one another.

Scholarship funding may increase graduate student
,nrol1111ent in the School of Education, dean ·s ays
By Keisha Brown
Hilltop Staff Writer

~spe-

..

Campus ese,o rt service expands
'l"l1e Howard Un iver sity

How~d Unive~ity

of
and
c1allythC!students.1~~phil~phy department ... 1t s time to go

doos.
"Dion KI -. llu pdiled us. Now out of the cleor blue 111J,
oays be CID't wall with US. His lettet is completely 111t41 I 11,
said Pierre, 'trllo ls a sraduate student in t~e School
'
Coa1m'e•ic11N w '
"We waked to keep tllat name, and he's ll)'ing to take it
from us. ll's a ptdt)I uafair situation," said Joe 1soacs, who la 11111
cbqir presi<1enL
,
' ~ene, l'llo'W.. _..ii ti le for comment,
to
die eboir uaina 1hc same name, but a•utitjgning would be
ot .,,..,one h!Cludiog "- ~1eot membm of Residence
Choir. In ldditioo, Ml\! llfllcen lllU8I aloo be sele Cled
May actlona baW bl Ill taken by choir mwnben to . . .

or
••11

w-

YllDt Keeac'r requ 1•

~

Bta:'
aia

About 1000 pdilicm

11U1dng a reality.

I'' res, letten to d•t.w.n·,niitlation,, . . .
plea IO Ptesi•' Ill Fl •""bu 0. Jenifer for inlaventioo
111'' t
lbe choir bas taken to keep die name which they es«ehff•h •d ra.,,

,...With
.,o.

I

•
'

I

*"

•-'

the exceplion of a1 August 11 memo 6om Dr. sie ..
the vlae pretideilll of student affairs, otud11111 ..,,

Favors,
ceceived no reap:• st.
Pavon' wewn II 1 d 11111 "Univenity Nies aad "11!1 1& '
mqun mpnmrio1111 r• 11 the choir you (Pierre) ens'' ta•
be opoot<.<ed by a Uoivenity GfA11h•e111, or resille•lll••atlllteial 111"'• m Okpni• 11-n i1I de Office of Student Life. SI 1bt
Oll'lce of Raideal:e Ul'e doa not wish to spomor ymr do I,.
bave no alleinallve but to afflnn its decision and Mlf¥1l you
a - name few the dloir.•
PJeiNtelpO'
l•cognizaat of the UnivmsitJ't
..i p:o.:1da1r1s, ORJ1t:•it11J 11'.Kse daat Q)flCel'D orpnirndqg l
'!Ji1e to be alicielly-cn'•Oll. I an not awate ol alf
f•'rtllllilJll!':11i•rtlr 1 rtbavea depah r •
. , , I 1..a.111$1 I · 1 aiecag 'tion,wbWlltH
tsue 6ve 11 JI: pa1ent a pelitioa. m 11 •
ae•d ot D FF S
'2
membenhip of• les r'
willt Ille 41*11'1' ol 111 I I A&:tivkic1 the llllel
lld a wrilllll f'U•" 1 tD,li ... by all policiOI oftlla
Plerie Js•1 '1 . . . choir l¥s eot'VIU1•
11 ;a
119tlf fNm the CW,,. of
.... tli(__.;, . . . . ..., ..c "'
..........
11 ti lh1a Friday.
10

.,"

••

~

'

I

.

photo by Ayoka Gampbell

Dean Mary Hoover accepts check for $10,000 scholarship.
that the University has a commitment to both the School of
Education and all the doctoral
students," Doggett said.
EventUally, the Bennetta B.
Washington
Memorial
Di sse rtaf:io n Award may be
changed to include all graduate
s tudents pursuing doctorates .
''This may encourage more students to seek PH.D's at the
School of-Education," Doggett
said.

Wilson, submitted the proposal.
''Any program that helps our
students, keeps them here, and
helps lhem do good work , is
great,'' Harper said.
Former President of the
School of Education, Don
Doggett, views the scholarship
as an incentive for students to
work harder.
''I only wish the money
could be matched by the
University. This would show

sion segments
future productions of_t.Jte series
"The, African World ." The
instructional texts will be for
Arabic languages, the Nilotic
languages of southern Sudan and
surrounding areas, the Zulu,
Sotho and Xhosa . languages of
southern Africa, and the Fon
language of Benin.
The research program, which
is entitled ''Collection of Texts
for Computer Assisted Materials
for North African Arabic and
Other Critical Languages'', will
incorporate the establishment of
linkages with international universities.
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Harry G. Robinson Ill, dean o
the School of Architecture and
Planning recently assumed the
position of president of the
National
Council
o
Architectural
Registration
Boards (NCARB), in San
'
Francisco at the organ1zatton s
annual conference.
This organization consists o
regiS:tration boards of all 50
states and includes the District
of Columbia, and Puerto ~ico,
the Virgin Islands, and Northern
Mariap Islands.

. .

1

In the September 4, 1992 edition of THE HILLTOP, the
story ti tiled "Philosophy professor opposes new staffing,"
Dr. Chemor Jalloh was quoted as saying, "The reason why
the (search) committee (and appointments) are illegal is
because Luscius Outlaw's original appointment as ~hai,r of
the search committe was never voted upon by the only
tenured professor."
'.
'
His original s tatement was, "The reason why the (search)
conunittee (and appointments) are illegal is because Luscius
Outlaw's original appointment as adjunct professor was
never voted upon by the only tenured professor."
Jn the same article, he was quoted, "The dean can appoint
a dog as a chair, but he cannot abuse the institutional rights
of the chair in order to bootstrap someone into the chair.''
His original quote was "The dean can appoint a dog as a
chair, but he cannot abuse the institutional rights of the
·tenured faculty in order to booistrap someone in the chair."
Please excuse the mi sunderstanding this may have caused
•
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•
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Fewer lots incre.a se parking difficulties
C~mpus

construction reduces number of spaces forcing students to use meters, timed zones

By Vicki R. McGiii

50 cents per hour and low .:1rcas

Hilltop Staff Writer

are 25 cents per hour. l 'his syste111 of rates a11d 111cter clo.1ssiflc;1Lot l closing. higher 1ion' \venl i1110 ef'fect July 1989."
parkj11g meter prices, persistent Bureau officer. MicJ1;1el Sar1tino
Dist'rict of Co lu1nbia parking S<lid.
e11t-orce1ne11t officials and a ca1nThe i11crease W<lS 1nt1cle
pus-wi(le parki11g shortage ha\ e despite the f;1ct that i11 Fisc:.11
111ade s1udent p:.1rki1\g a grea tei- . Ye:1r 1992 1!1e city brougl1t in
l'halle11ge this sernester.
$54 111illi 11 i11 over<1ll tr:1fl'ic rev Student parking, which e1111e ·fron1 the 2 111illior1 ticket s
is de1er111ined by a lottery sys- issued. T is fig11re does11'i
te111. has be~1 gre:.11\y reduce~ by include the l111os1 $2.5 111illi c>11
the clo s i.ng of parking lots · fro111 booti11g. tO\ving <111d
bel1ind the Howard Plaza To\vers impoL1ndme111 revenL1e.
co111ptex as well as the lot ;1t tl1e ·
Howard Stll<le11ts <111cl
-;ite of tl1e old scl100\ of Bu~i11ess faculty 1-iave co11trib11ted to these
Classroon1 Buildi11g on Shern1an figures. Accordi11g t<> 011e
AvenLle .
Parking Co111 rol Aide she \\ rites
~
A11 i11cre;.1se in 111eter approxi 111ately 2() tickets 011
prices fro111 25 cents .per hour to ca111pi.is daily. a11d she is jusl one
5D ce111 s per hour. \Vhich is regu- of the n1a11y aide s working the
lated by the Bure;:1u of Parki11g c;.1 111pus ticketi11g. towi11g :1 11cl
'
of'
tl1e District. has added to stu- booti11g.
de11ts' p<1rking woes.
Ho\vever:j de s pite 1h ~
•., · ··Meter prices are de1er111i11ed ' 11u111er<lLI S ticket A iss 11ed Oil
by tl1e classific:1tion of the ate:\ • Howard's !.:<:1111pu s. S:111ti110
1
i11 whi ch they are localed. Th~re de11ies that certai11 aretl"' ;ire ..,i11;:ire pre 1niL11n parking :treas gled o\1t .
where 111eters are $ 1.00 per l1our,
'·'The Bure<llJ of Parki11g
high <1re;:1s where they are 75 e11f'orce111ent does11 '1 1:1rget :111)
ce11t s 1Jer hc1 ur. 11or111al areas are 011e parti cul;.1r t1ret1. It [Th e
1

1

o '

•

•

'
•

1

••

'

Bureau of Parking Enforcement]
covers the entire city," he said.
Currently, Howard
University Student Association
n1e111bers are searching for a
solu tion to this growing concern.
.tThe best remedy for the situation would be to close off
Sixth S1reet so that the
U11iversity co uld regulate parki 11g a11d ticketing. But the
Uni\ ersity can't do 1hat because
it doesn·1 ow11 al l of the building s on !hat street."" HUSA
Preside11t Ivan Hopkin s said.
Fresl1man che111i stry student,
To\vt1n1l<l Burroughs agrees.
··1 ca11·1 ·stand the meters or

•

1

file photo

Above: Student's car "booted" because of numerous parking violations

hours. parki11g in loading zones.
enlrances. no parking zones as
the ti!.:kets 1 receive whil~ in. well as no parking or standi11g
clas s. I have
. rus h hour.
· to go buy food: ~ d ur1ng
frotll tile vetidors just to get
According to '" Indices''
quarts 10 .feed the 1neters. . They
· · 1 ·111 dex pu bl 1
.shedby
.
t he stat1s11c<t
shoL1ld give
. us
. <I break 1n this th e D . C . G overnmen 1• "Y,eh'1c Ies
p:.irkiiig situation. 1 spend $JOO with two or 111ore unpaid parking
per sc1nester in quarters for park- tickets are eligible for booting,"
iiig. irl adclition to th e $IOO in which has a fine of $50.
ti ckets I receive while i11 class,"
'"Citi~e11 s are all owed 72 hours
BurroL1ghs said.
,
[O cl<an1 their vehic le by satisfyParkiiig tickets range ing ~eir outstand i11g parking
fro111 $15 to $50 for violatioiis · ti cke;ts
' or th eir vehic le will be
includi11g exp ired meters, park- toweiJ:•
i11g i11 rcsiden1ial zone s over 2
i

SPEAK u T/17!

•

'
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According to Stephon
Henderson, a University Parking
Supervisor, Howard is experi·
'
enc1ng
a parking
sho rta ge.
Pres~ntly on all the Hhl campuses 2500 spaces are available. but
wit· h an enro IIment o f more t han
7000 undergraduate students,
plus more than 2000 employees,
the demand exceeds the supply.
One examp le of this
parking crunch is the P-1 lot.
''There were <1:t least 400
applications for P-1 alo ne,"
Hend erson said. Th'is lot had

only 63 of 1he 272 spaces avail able.
''Whe n extra s pace s
become available I have tel
divide them three ways - a111011g
faculty, staff and students and I
ca n't favor one group over the
ot he r,"
Hender,lion added.
··work is being do11e on the lot
behind the Ho\vard Plaza To\vers
Apartments as we il as on
Sherman Avenue.''
' The figures on what the
capaci ty of these lots will be
were unavailable.

WHBC upgrades standards
t(>f .attract more listeners
•

~ What

do you think is the
media's rol·e in shaping ,
. rap's im.age?1

By Elauna .G riffin
Hillt,op Staff Writer

'

f
:'

S111de111 radio stalion WHBC 's manage., menl is hoping that 18 will be its lucky number as
1· it a1~empts to end a five Y!!ar decline in image and
s up~ort. Th~ "new·· WHBC 830 AM, will hit the
'
''The 1nedia sh<tpes 011r perception of reality.
air~1ve s on Septen1ber 14, 1992.
Whe11 rap is po11ra)'ed 11eg<1tiveJ.y, tl1ose wl1c1
,
Thjs years staff' hopes that the s1ation will
do11·1 u11ders1;111d r;1p percei,,e it <I'> n1u sic of·
cha?ge i1s i1nage and return to the forefront of
'
drl1g dealers-;111d
people \Vitho11t 111oral s. To
Ho\yard University's campus life.
i1111Jrbve rap· s i111age. \Ve 11eed to fo!.:11s-on tl1e
/ ACC:ording to the gene ral 1nanager, Raphael
me ssage of fappers sut·l1 :1s X-Cl;:111 inste;:1d of·
Geork~. the station's \voes began after it \VOil Best
rt1ppers sul·l1 <IS Ice Cuhc \Vl10 dcgr<1de \V0111e11
College Station in 1987.
1111cl glorit'y ,clrL1g Li se:·
However, WHBC's gi;eatest problem has
been a lack of listeners. Son1e students are total ly
I
Anissa Cooke
unaware ot· WHBC"s existence.
School of Co111111unirations
··1 a111 not \'ery fa1niliar with AM stations
Senior
a11d was tota ll y unaware of WHBC. It's not very
we ll P,Ublicized, .. Terri Wilson. a sophomore in
Liber.il Arts said.
.· Accordi ng to George. problems ' with
··1 clo11·1 tl1i11k the 111edia is doing a very
WHBC" S transmitters limited their audie11ce.
good job i11 sl1api11g rap's i1nage positively.
Although 1nost Howard University dorms can
The 111ecli<1 ar\vays \vants 10 portray rap as
receive WHBC, there is no reception in Park
<l b<1tl i111·1ue11ce to young people.
'
Square, Slowe and Cook Hall .
PerS011ally. the 1nedia should employ peoIt is. however, anticipated that Slowe Hall
ple 1h<1l understand rap rather than assign a
residents will be ab le to tune in sometime this
story :1bolll rap to son1eo11e who has never
se111ester. George is also hoping to expand transC(l11siste11 tl y lister1ed to [the music]."
n1ission10 include the ToY¢rs and Wonder Plaza.
Another problem plaguing the station is
Paul J;1ckson
low visibility.
School <•f' Engineering
''If I didn't know people who had been
Junior
involved with it [WHBCl. I wouldn't know about
it. It 's not well known among students outside of
'
the school of commun ications," Frank Franklin,
''Fi rst of all , its only
wl1e11 <1 r<.lpper co1nes
junior business major said.
out \vith 1 so1net l1in g 11e~1tive that the media
Staffers will address this prob lem by
has so111ething to say. A lot 01· good rappers
sponsoring seve ral promotions including a Voter
get oll'lshined by other ra1)pers wl1(\: say negaReg istra tion Drive and continuous giveaways
tive thi11gs. If the 111edia paid 111ore attentio11
throughout 1he year. Also in the works is a Back
to positive rap artists and Jess atte11 ti o11 to the
to School Party in late September, whereW HBC
11egative, tfien I thi11k rap as an art form
'
will be providing the music.
would bC 111ore widely accepted by all people
of all races .''

'I

•

The sta1ion will stan 1he year operating at
a disadvantage because it s major publi city ot1tlel.
the PA systeffi at Blackburn Center, is te1nporari ly
oul of service.
In preparation for the upcoming year. the
music library and the news depa,rtment have been
expanded. There will also be more sports coverage. WHBC \viii broadcast all Men 's Basketball
home ga1nes.
•·we inl end to slick with lh e students'
'
needs by providing entertainment and getting in 011
'
.every st~de nt activity." George said.
One elen1e11t that ha s re111ained the si.1111e ;:11
WHBC is its diverse programming schedu le. Thi s
year's schedule \viii be a 111ixtt1re of jazz. R&B .
reggae, house, rap ;:1nd go-go.
('Progra1nm ing. especially at a college statio11
should be a full reflection 01· the stL1den1s
at 1hc
•
University. We have students here fro111 all parts of
the country and the world. It is itnportant and il is
something for all of the1_n to identify \vith.'" George
said:
Despite its past problems, WHBC is 1r}'i11g 10
gCt back into the swing of thi11g s. Progra.111ning
fom1ats being introduced inc lude a 7-9 a.m. morn·
ing show featuring sl<.ristance foa1es and George.
The show' s format will include music. givea,vays.
jokes and horoscopes.
However, the staff a1 WHBC belie\ es that it
has two t~ings to offer that other well knOwn co111·
1nercial stations don't; a learni11g environnient ;:ind
a personal edge.
WHBC has been the 1raining ground foi'
1nany we ll know11 radio and T.V. personalities
including Pat La wson Muse and WKYS' John
We ~ley. The staff believes that this nurtL1ring environment is the stat ion's strength.
''WHBC is your radio stat ion. We're 11ot here
for profit. We are an extension of the stude n1 's
•
voices and concerns. If there is an issue on the
'
'
campus, news will cover it. If there i ~ a new so11g
''
out, you'll hear it here. A new con1~dian
can gel
started on WHB C. This · is your statio11. no one
else's," George added.

•

•
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Milton Wilcher
School of Fine Arts
Junior

1-!"~<i,;

Bill Cli111on/Sister Souljah situation was
11 eg~tive <tnd distorted.
Anytime somethi11g 011 televi sion 01· radio is introduced
to public, it's quelled. It 's just a part of
c.·apitalism. And part of our society.''
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COMEDY CLUB
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COME SEE NArlONAL COMEDY ACTS
SUCH AS THOSE WHO HAVE BEEN FEATURED ON :

*HBO*MTV* ARSENIO*
DE.F JAM*THE TONIGHT SHOW
ONE SHOW THURSDAY N IGHT AT 9 :00PM
TWO SHOWS FRIDAY AND SATURDAY. N IGHTS AT 9 : 00PM & 11 . 00PM
. EVERY WEEKEND BEGINNING SEPTEMBER 10TH
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Rachel Zellars
School of Arts & Sciences
Freshman
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THE REAL.WORLD

1

•

I had the op:.frtunity to roll with the
Bison to Atlanta. Alt ough, we came up a tad
shon on the scorebc> d, it was wonderful to
see old faces which are now the new alumni.
While we conversed they expressed how
1nuch they missed Howard, and I told them
how I could not wait to leave Howard. They
further expressed their discontent with many
African American students who are now their
classmates in their perspective graduate
schools. The consensus was basically; ''They
don't know what's going on."
I guess no\\' we see how well predominantly African American institutions of higher lcami11g prepares you for the ''real world.''
It appears that our alumni have been properly
groomed and trained lo not only be aware of
their surroundings, but also demand~ level of
respect.
I ' m not implying that all, or only
those who attend one of the many·Historically
Black Colleges and Universities (HBCU)
•
demands respect, or is aware of his surroundings, but he has had the opportunity to live

and grow in a society that is predominantly
African American.
Think about it, it feels good to be a
majority for once in your life. It is beautiful
to sit back and observe your people matriculate through life and express themselves from
a natural and comfortable perspective. At an
HBCU, we are able to define our own reality;
thus preparing us to be more effect~ in the
''real world."
America is .nothing more than a ''cul1
tUral-gumbo'' consisting of numerous subcultures. America has no defined culture of its
own and we are the victims of this intemati ona l conglo~erate based in America .
Therefore, it is imperative for us to function
within our own reality so that we have something to offer as a means of cultural exchange.
SO, remember, as you depart from your tiaining grounds at Howard, you have a responsibility of enlightening your brothers and sisters
from all walks of life. Let us continue to
uphold the light.

Catcher in the Rye
•

•

•

),

•

''Our society is characterized largely
by subtlety and distinguised by variable facades assumed to meet the transitory needs of the moment.''
Nowhere is this ·more succinctly cap-·
tured than in the means which the white
power structure employs to systematically
iliminls-h •¥Oting1stren·g ths among African
A111eriCnns.1 Analysts have extensively docu1
•
•
mented the apathy which shrouds the Black
attitude toward participatio.n in the American
political process. When this disinclination is
probed, one notices thai the statistics on the
rnatter cast a shadow of the truth r;,tther than
attempting to sensitively enlighten .
Consider the example which presents
itself in many rural southern towns. Black
political power in the se areaS have been
thwarted by a systematic manipulation of the
c harters. Implic it in the voting process of
these geographies are districting sc hemes
which nuJlify African American voting
strength s.
This subtle manipulation of districting is difficult to detect aQd is carried out
amidst propaganda that ardently propers the
fairness of ''democracy.'' The, tragedy of thi s
s ituation is that the black populace is often
unaware of the checks which exist on their
voting power.
The result of this behavior is an unin- .
terrupted continuum of white elected offi -

cials who seemingly conscientiously neglect
the needs of the African American community. Thus, black nonparticipation in the political process is s.~ metimes built. into the systenl- for even th~ ca~ting of a vote when that
vote is not given its pr-oper weight constitutes
a moot action . For blacks in the American
system, voting does not impart the necessary
impetus for change. We must penetrate the
•
guise of the system as well as the methods.
A catcher in the rye waits often unbeknown to the victim that he will afflict.
Similarly, the American political system
lurks constantly shrugging !ts shoulders and
nodding its head suggesting that it "does not
know'', why we as blacks suffer in grievous .
situations. We as a people often presuppose
a meas ure of trust when essentially it is a
quality that must be earned. Until the
American political system ( including
Democrats, Republicans and all tthose other
labels which certain brothers iand sisters
affectionately apply to themselves) convinces
us that ''sincerity'' is a part of its agenda ·
when dealing with African Americans, we as
a people mu st continually scrutinize them.

,

,

•

29,

Stop the pr.Sses! On November
Spike Lee is urgin1g the African -American
. to sh ut 1:d own 10
. ord er to 'see the
community
premiere of his lateJt film, " Malcolm X ." Lee
contends that "X" will educate the African .
American community about a historical figure
that has been virtually iknored in our educational system.
So Spike has a legitimate
claim in his urge for us to "play hooky."
.
For those who wish to criticize the
('hooky" day for being'another one of Spike's
commercial ploys to do well at the box office,
j,ertiaps you're right; however, because· Lee
had to borrow approximately $20 million to
complete the film.. he may need as many
ploys as possible to pay off his debts.
I ask you, what is wrong with an

influential African - American asking his people to ban together, devoid a controversial
issue involving some racial incident? If we
take a closer look, what Spike is doing serves
as a model of our ability to economically
empower ourselves. This type of collective
strategy is a dirCct threat to a White power
structure that deliberately keeps us "unde(
control." Taking that into consideration,
don ' t be too surprised when Brother Spike
finds himself under scrutiny of the media . . Be
wary not to find yourself on the "Bandwagoh
of Criticism", but rather be prepared to challenge the critics that you will face in your
daily life.
Good luck, Spike. And I'll see ya on
Noyembet 20.
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Letter to the Editor

Dear Editor:
In response to the negative remarks circulating about
THE HILLTOP being published twice per week, I am
outraged at this stubborn opposition to change.
Howard seems to have
forgotten that not too long ago,
African-Americans were prohibited from learning to read,
write, articulate and achieve.
One of the concerns is
that there wouldn't be enough
new s to support two weekly
editions of THE HILLTOP.
On the contrary, with a .student
population of more than
12,000, with over 50,000 distinguished alumni, and a con.;.
sistently high ranking among

-:::.-----

•

~·

•

-

top-notch, comprehensive uni· of the cultural, traditional and
versities in the U.S .• ·H oward <\ntonnational avenues available
should never suffer from a laGk - especially when they are
of news . THE HILLTOP free of charge.
•
Finally, the i,.w1ceshould never be discouraged
form attempting to inform, edu- weekly publication oITHE
cate, and uplift '"The Mecca" in HILLTOP will prove to be a
as timely a manner as possible. true test of the staff's innovaIt seems unnatural that tive ideas, talents and level of
we can pick up the morning professionalism. It should not
paper at home and read up on be· a test of the student body's
the litest news, spbrts, . and · tolerance level. If in 1992 we
weather on a semi-daily basis, cai:inot inform. tolerate, and
but WC' can't tolerate our own embra"ce our own, then as a
student-run, student-oriented people, where we will be in the
campus newspaper more than year 2002 or beyond?
one day a week!
Howard needs to wak~
As Howardites , we up!
sh6uld consider ourselves fortunate to be attending a schooi From Derricke M . Dennis ,
of such prestige and express Freshman
our gratitude by soaking up all

I

'l

We Welcome Your Letters and Comments
THE HILLTOP welcomes your views on any public issue. Faculty, administrators, staff, students and alumni are encouraged to share their original ideas and opinions.
We publish only material addressed to us. We routinely edit letters for space and correct errors
of style, spelling and punctuation. Letters as Well as commentaries must be typed and signed, complete
with full address and telephone number.
The opinions expressed on the Editorial Page of THE HILLTOP are solely the views of the
Editorial Board, and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of Howard University, its administration,
THE H/U.TOP Board or the students.
.

Please address letten and comments to:

Malcolm X has been considered one of our most
· misunderstood leaders. For this reason alone,
many African - .Americans have not done their
r~search to learrz .what Malcolm actually meant
by the phrase''by any means necessary.''
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Maleika S. Mosley
Life isfnt~resting. isn't it?
Full of ups and downs, highs
and lows,.joy and sadness;
which begs the question: what
is your attitude toward life?
Do you know where y_ou fit in

''The Big Picture?'' Are you
creative? Are you capable of
handling the challenges that
you niay face? Or are you
helpless, with no control eyer
·your life? Do you ever feel like
.a child on a swing - some-

times up, sometimes down?
Do you sometimes feel like the
most porferful leader in the
group, ~~ at other times the
most meaningless person in the
pack?
For the African-American,
this dilemma is highly evidenced. Living in this society
under enormous pressures, we

are con~inuously faced with Have faith and know that ,if
people who constantly negate your mind can conceive it, and
our historY~ intelligence and you can believe it - · then you
beauty. those same people Will achieve it! If you allow
would no doubt attempt to the Spirit of God to be mani~
erase our presence from the fested within you, then you
earth if that feat were possible. will realize that all things are
In an effort to e~perience the possible through Him.
Furthermore, life is a series
happiness and peace we desire
and deserve, we must always of challenges. ly is an adven_review our attitudes.
ture. The more challenges you
overcome and the niore advenWhy ?
Well, ~our attitude is like tures you are faced with, the
your signature. It is a defining stronger you get·. So renew
element of your character. It your attitude and aim for the
emits your point of view. It is .sky. Hope for the best, hate no
your co1npass 1n life . one, iove everybody, and
Succeeding in life requires develop a thirst for education.
having the attitude of a winner. Remember that ''kindness
Renewing your attitude may begets kindness."
very well increase your quality
of life.
Regardless 9f the situation,
always believe in yourself. Maleika S. Mosle) 1 is a gradu. Nothing is too good to be true . llte of Howard U11iversity.
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e ense of Blac
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Jeffrey Brian Hicks

•

ment may be, the lo~c behind
it erroneously assumes that
they are supposed to. No party
should do for a group that
This piece is in
which the group should do for
response to Marc Battle's comitself. Moreover, if we take a
mentary ''Evaluating the
second look. at the Democrats,
Phenomenon
of
black
tl1ey don't '' Do anything. for
Republicani sm." Battle has
blacks" either (contrary to popgrossly distorted the principles
•
ular belief). How quickly we
which Black Republicans hold
forget the Sister Souljah/ Bill
so dear. His lack of in-depth
Clirrton incident. How quickly
•
analysis of the issues which he
we forget the Democratic
mentioned caused hi-m to mispo
'
Lea~ersh.ip Confere nce-where
represent Republican sgc\al, ,
· - ••
.,
•·•• •1 •
''-' l pres1dent1al candidates are cho·
~conomic, and political reason.- .
sen.and how· Jesse Jackson was
1ng.
barred form at tending (it
•
Before. I clarify this
couldn't have happened to a
, blurred perceplion of why
•
n1cer guy).
some Blacks associate with the
Republicans also like
Republican Party, I will first
'to give credit where credit is
explain the chief functions of a
due. To answer Mr. Battle's
b
k
political party.
que s tion of what black
. The parties exist .to be
Repub~icans saw in the 12
fonrlal representational forums
years of the Reagan-Bush era,
for various rinterests, to advowe saw an unprecedented pericate policies complementary to
od of economic growth and
these interests, and to provide
increased real national income.
choices among competing can- Republican Party ' is "They The liberal media likes to por·
didates. Conservative blacks don'c do anything (or black tray the Reagan-Bush era as
affiliate themselves with the people!'' As true as this state- one in which the rich got richer

Republican Party primarily
because they are met with hostility and given no voice in the
Democratic Party. A common
complaint
against
the

'fhe liberal media
likes to portray
the Reagan-Bush
era as one 1n
which the rich got
richer and poor
got orer. In
actuality' the..ricll ...
got a lot richer
.
and poor got a littie richer, but
every eeonomic
._
rac et ,,aw some
level Of increased
income DODethe-

Jess.
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Omar Tyree
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A man had to travel
100 miles to get to the
Promised. Land of destiny.
He figµred he could jump on
an airplane , since the
advanced technology in the
world would allow one to do
so. And since he was a virgin
10 the thought of any barriers,
he went right ahead .to the airport and asked· for a plane
ticket to travel I00 miles.
The man found that a
plane ticket would cost him
$500, and all he had was
$300. The plane would. have
gotte.n h\m to the Promised
. Laiid in one· hour, liut now he
· would have to settle for the
train in two hours, plus an
addition of plenty stops aiong

' said,
the way. So the critics
"Yo brother, you ain't gone
make it, so you need to stop
dreaming and chill with us."
But the man we,nt on
with his plans, got on 'the train'
and laid back in the comfortable chair with his feet up.
The stewardess tended to his

and' he only had $98 left. So
after he paid the $78, he had
$20 left for food. And when
the critics heard this, they
said, "Yo man, that brother
ain't.gone make it." .
It was a bumpy bus
ride with an old woman who
wouldn't stop talking. " I paid

''··· he would have
to settle for the
train in two
hours, 'Plus an
addition ·of plenty
stops along the
way. So the critics said, ''Yo
brother, you ain't
gone make it, so
you need to stop
dreaming and
chill with us.''

my damn bus fare. like everyone else, ithd I'm gonna ose
what t~e Lo.rd has given me
to use. ' And the man chuck.
led to himself a·nd thought
again about making it to the
Promised Land. But when
the bus came to its first stop,
the bus .. driver _took his .time,

eveiy need. But soon t)le
train
down .with sti ll 60
. broke
.
miles . to· g.o . .Now the n\an
would have to catch a bus,
which cost $78 to get there,

Just
in mind
that old saying,

''The truth hurts.''

1

OU

'

100 mile
walk

and poor got po~rer. In actuali- people \Vere ~ u cceeding gener- merit is weak.
ty, the rich got a Jot richer and ati o11s ;1go \vhen racism was
Liberals should banish
poor got a little rKher, but 1nu ch 111ore pervasive and ~ themselves from black conevery economic bracket saw
cerns if they continue to decry
Some level of increased
income
these Republican motifs. They
k~ep,
,
no~etheless. 'Black America,
should begin to realize that
as a separate entity, fared
their views, which we.re pro·
almost as well. Th e black
ductive during the Civil Rights
upper-class saw increa sed
era, are now .stagnant and inefincome, the black middle-class
fective. I say to liberal black
saw increased income and severe but the se values were establishment, thank you for
expanded its rank s. but the fl1nd t1mental. What is happen- the gains you forged for us in
black lower-class slipped fuf- ing now? We have young the '60s and '70s, but it is time .
ther behind. All in all. th e black g irl s doo1ni11g themselves for you to move aside. A
majority of blacks imprqved ' ecooonucally by having bab.ies changing nf the1guar.d is taking
their standards of living . It 1 oul 01· \'V~d lock (and yes,, abor- .. pface•1in blac~ · Amer:ica ·and
remains the task of black ti on is ot1t of the question). We black Republlcan.s are in the
Republicans to ensure that poor l1a\ C black 111ales who fail to forefront. I say to those at ,
blacks reverse their downw-a1·d see 1!1e wrong in t~king the _life Howard who are ·still uncon·
trend. This is where those ''tra- o f ;_1notl1er or poiS,oning people vinced, black Republicanism is
.
'
ditional values'' come into play. with drugs. We have black a tough sell, but it harbors the
Values like family cohesio n. c hildr en' 'f;:1iling in sc hool true solutions to black probmoral judgement, educatio11;1I because tl1ey believe it is ''act- lems.
in g \Vhite'· to strive for an A.
achiev~ment, and econon1i c
Just keep in mind that
self-sufficiency are lacki11g in W e h.:1ve black people who feel old saying, "The truth hurts."
many poor black communities. th ey ;:ire enti tl ed to receive a
It is beyond me why liberals gove1·11111ent check every :m.onth
fail to comprehend th_at these eve11 though it was earned by
values make up the basic for- someone else ·s hard work. All Jeffrey IBrian Hicks is a junior
mula for Success in spite of the thi s 111 cs.s and liberal s... stil l in the College of Arts and
existence of racism. Black 111aintain th <.lt our value argu- Sciences.

ly reached his destination, the
man 'found that it wasn ' t the
i
Promised Land. And when
he aske'& the bus driver if he
was going there himself, the
bus driver,responded, ''Naw. I
dun done my job and that's all
I'm gone do. So if you fixin
to get the Promised Land, you

\

1~-

man· that he had already traveled eighty-one miles in his
virginity, not knowing how
diffi c ult it ' \vould be and not

''..•b us d river
.
j responded, ''Naw,
I dun done my
jpb and that's all
,b est be going on your own."
I'm gone do. So if
By this time it was
you fixin to get
,! nine o'clock at night and .the
the Promised
man had planned on being
I
.
.
.
there at three o'clock. He .Land, you best be
•
found also, that he still had 19
going
on your
miles to go, heading north,
own.''

and now he was getting hungry. So the man spent $7 on a lis tening to those who had
making the man realize that it dinner and $I ori an apple tried and failed, nor io the
may take longer than he juice with only $12 left. But ·· critics who were too satisfied
thought to get there. And when he bad finished eating, to try.
The 1nan then found
when the cri tics heard about he started to doubt if the
this, they said, "See, I told Promis~ Land was worth his new strength, saying to himself, "Hell , I still got on clean
you that brother ~asn 't gone struggles.
make it."
The man then asked c lothes, a nice pair of shoes
Already four hours him~elf, "how can I get to the and money for food. And
·;1.ate from ~he origi~al .Set time Promised Land with no plane, hey , l ' 1n st ill living, still
.. to get there, the man began t<) ilo -tr~n. no b~s and no car?'' thinking and still healthy, so
worry. Arid unfortunately, But ·as soon· as he began to let me use what t.he Lord has
when the bus driver had final- worry, it had occurred to the given me to use." So then the

'
ma'n started walking to the
Promised Land, whistling to
himself in jubilee.
Soon, however, it
began to rain and by now it
was eleven o'clock at night
with still ten miles to go. So
the man stopped at a thrift
shop and bought a $5 umbrel-

la to finish walking his one
hundred mile journey. And
the critics inside the store
said, "That there man, I reckon, dun lost his damn mind,
walking out in the rain ~t this
time at night.••
Nevertheless, the man
started to walk in the rain and

•

by now it was midnight with
a full moon and seven miles
left to go. He smiled, soaking
wet, saying to himself "At
least I know where I'm
going." So he continued
toward the Promised Land,
confident that the sun would
shine on him. And when the
sun shined that morning he
had finally arrived, through
walking, 100 miles.

'
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CARRY
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'
THE ONLY

CALLING CARD THAT ·

,

WORKS AT

ANY PHONE, ANYWHERE,

Wiiii

'
COMPLICATED CODES.

IT'S THE SIMPLEST

'
CARD TO USE

FOR LOCAL OR LONG

DISTANCE CALLS

YOU JUST DIAL "O ",

THE NUMBER YOU WANT

AND AFTER THE "BONG",

'

PHONE NUMBER

PLUS A 4 - DIGIT PIN

YOU CAN PICK YOURSELF.

THE BELL ATLANTIC'°

IQ'"CARD ..

IT'S SIMPLY THE ONLY

CARD YOU NEED.

'1-800-3112 ONLY
(MON THRO}JGH FRI, 9AM - 5PM)
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Protest targets
treatment of
Haitian refugees
By Carline Wlndall

•

••
••

•

•
•

..•

and send i11 g them back to Haiti,
· Hilltop Staff Writer
co nsi gn 111a11y people to death
b ecause tl1ey are politi c al
About 600 people gath- refugees. '' h!f sa id .
ered at Lafayette Park in downHu111an rights organizatown Washington today to oppose ti o11s
s uch
as
Am·ne s ty
the forced repatriation of Haitian Int ernationa l and th e Lawyers
refugees picked up at sea by the Co111n1ittee for Hu111an .Rights,
United States Coast Guard.
have both publi s hed report s in
In a demonstration spon- recent months, detailing persec usored jointly by Tran sAfrica and 1io11 . tortl1re ::in d eve n death of
the National Association for the Hait ians re1ur11ed after atte1npting
Advancement of Colored People, to nee.
supporters, who included Arthur
Man y of th e demo11 straAshe , the dancer Katherine tors \vore T-shirts or carried signs
Dunham. member s of the which read." Hcii ti ans locked out
Congressional Black Caucus, a~ because they"re black'' a11d
well as local labor and religiou s '' Haitia11
Pol icy
1s
leaders, charged President Bush Discri1ninatory.··
with racism and demanded an end
Dr . Benjan1i11 Hooks,
executive di rector of the NAACP,
to his policy of force.ct return .
The preside nt signed an said the n1essage of the de111011 executive order in May , which- s trator s \va s correct. Asked
.allows for all Haitian s picked up whether tl1e Haiti<in s were politiat sea to be returned to Haiti \V ith- cal or ··econo111ic'' refugees as the
out due proce ss to determine Bus l1 adn1ini stration asscr1 s, Dr.
whether they have credible clain1s Hooks S<lill. ··1J1e president cannot
for asylum.
111ake a dcterr11ir1ation whethbr ) 'OU
Randall Robinson, exec- :ire an e co110 111ic or political
utive director of TransAfrica. said refL1gee \Vith out a l1earing. How
the marchers hoped to generate ca11 he n1ake tl1at detern1 i11ation
enough momentum to persuade when people are being killed in
Congress to pass legislation that Hai ti and the duly elected presiwould ovenurn Bush's executive dent. Aristide, has been deposed."
order, before they adjourn.
Arthur .Ashe, the fo rmer
''This legislation would Win1bledon 1en11is champion said
put us back in conformity with it' s non sen se to sugges t that
international and don1es1ic la\v Hai1ia11 s <Ire 1·1eei11g for pu rely
and s imple precept s or deccnl ec<>no1111c rc;:1sons.
behavior," Robinson said .
' 'Dt> yoLt think people
''Simply roundin g up were pl1t to sea in sr11all. rickety
people on boats without a hearing. bo:11s . pl1rel y for ccor10111ics'!'' he

Geneal.ogist traces
families' roots
By Omowale Elson
Hilltop Staff Writer

•

paring Ofal history with other
forms of evidence in order to
clarify what happened within
and relating to the unit," he said.

Even though they are
sha_wled with mixed emotions,
Apart from Dykes' presentamarriage and divorce cenificates tion, participants recoUnted
have been deemed ''extremely some of the emotional and sigvaluable'' outside the legal sys- nificant moments in their
tem. Consequently, researchers research.
of family roots have advised
This led Cornelius Cqoper,
people not to throw them away.
president of the National Capitol
''Every family has its own his- Area Chapter of the Afro·
tory. People's individual family American Historical and
history will help them to under- Genealogical Society to share
stand how they are a total part of concerns based on his experithe environment and to learn ence .
••
how their ancestors have con''It' s not enough to go back
tributed to civilization," sai d to the graves of your grandparRohulamin Quander, president entJ and get emotional and cry.
.
of the Quander Hi s torical ButI you must protect t he1r
Society Inc.
remains," he assened.
Quander, an administrative
In his account, Quander relat••
judge in D .C .• was among sev- ed how he was overwhelmed
'
eral families exhibiting family with .emotion when last year in
photo by Cart Hamilton
artifacts and memorabilia at the Ghana he met his .extenqed
Protesters rally around White House in support of refugees .
Black Family Life Lines seminar Ohanian family for the first
asked. ' ''Clearly people are afraid NAACP members, came prepared · at t·he Blackburn Cente r on
time .
for their lives and see no ot her to engage in c ivi l di sobedience August 27. Noted historian and
He also passed through the
and to be arr~ sted if necessary.
option but to leave," Ashe said .
genealogist, Professor De Witt slave gate of the Elmina Castle
As the marchers chanted
.
T1he
demon s trator s
Dykes of the Oakland University in the Cape Coast, where many
''Democracy for Haiti! '' and ''No received rriessages of support from
Ju stice, No Peace,'' they crossed Mrs . Coretta Scott King, who said gave the feature presentation.
Africans were shipped to the
from Lafayette Park to the pave- that as the wealthiest nation in the
Besides the marriage and "new-world". "The former loca·
ment outside the White House to Americas, ''we can't escape our divorce cenificates, emphasiied
tion has become pan of his famicontinue the demon strati on under moral obl igation to alleviate the
Dykes, documents such as bap1
the watchful eyes of members of hemisphere 's worsl case of pover- tism cenificates, wedding invita- ly history," he said.
Later this month, local
the United States Park Police and ty and political repression."
tions, letters, death and military genealogi sts will relate similat
Di s1ric1 of Columbia police offiNew York Mayor David
Dinkins also sen t a me ssag e in record s, will s, bill s of sa le . s torie s and let DC residents
cers.
Some of the protestors, includ- which lie described the U.S. poli- deeds and church records have learn more about how to trace
i 11g Randa l1 Robin s o11 and cy as ''heartless'' and ''cynical ." •
the family history buried within their family line during the
them.
National Council 'of Negro
''Whal genealogists attempt Women's black family reunion
to do." Dykes added, '' is to look celebration., at the '' Discover
upon the family as a unit and to Your Roots'' pavilion on the
''This 1nission is woven into health of children with sickle
document the socia l relation- Washington MonumJtt Grounds
it s goal of conducting research ce ll di sease has decreased, now
ships therein." This means com- September 12-13.
to help develop 1nore effective -that death from infection and
therapies t'or patie11ts and to pro- di sability from recurrent strokes
1note disease aware ness and pre· <i.re largely preventable.·· Castro
Clit1ic.·11l
ve ntio11 through education and said .
Psy<·l1oloJ.(ists
1
f'harmst<.·i~tR
counseling,'' Castro said .
''It may also be possible one
I>hysician
Sickl e cell disease is charac- day to cure the disease by intro- . . .
i\.ssist.i1nt...q
terized by unpredictabl e a nd du c in g into the patients blood
e pi sodic illnes s. The eft'ects o f ce ll s normal genes that would
t-... la11 <1 h.JttJre ttlat s<>ars.
the disorder are no t .limited to m a ke normal [ hemoglobin }.
' lhkP y<>Ur scier1<'<...'-r(.•latccl degree
instead of sickle hemoglobin, "
ir•t() tt1 e Air l •ur<·c. ;ind l>ec(>me an
. phy sical manifestations.
, ·, ffi<·cr· in the Hi<>medi<:a.J Sc:ic11<.~cs
The Howard Ce nter provid·e s he said .
L<>rps. Y<>u"ll lc.·.c1 r11 111c.>re, you'll gr<JW
patient-care teams co1nprised of
Catherine Uzoma, Ph .D., who
fnster~ y<>11'll wc>rk with <>ther clccliphy sician s, nurse's, socia l work - directs· the Center's newborn
cated pr<>fessi,>r1als in a c1t1nlity enviers and genetic cbun selors, who program, said that on an average
r<>11rnc11t wh~re y<>lJI'" c:c>r1lribtit ions
•
~
are available to respond to the day they identify 40 babies with
are 11eeded.
comprehen sive health care needs s ic kl e ce ll di seas e and over
lr1 sl'l()rt, yc>t1'll gain "\!)re c.>f -cveryand imm.ediate concerns of pedi- 2,000 with the trait annually.
thing that r1t.<.1ttcrs 11lc>st tc> you. You
a tri c, adolescent and adult
Despite all of the scientific
and the~ Ai1· f '<>rc..·e . l......""lllllCl1 tll>w-c-all
• •
advances, there is still no known
patients.
l JSAI' l·IF..ALTH l·' ROFF.SSl<>NS
Th ese re sea rc h efforts, c ure for s ickle cell disease .
CClt.LEcr
according to Castro, have gener- However, the Center continues
(:'JOl) 981-7897
ated a large body of information with re search , educating their
-..
on the sickling di sorders at the patients and also people in the
•
genetic, molecular, cellular and community.
clin ical levels.
, '' Thi s knowl e dge is now
being aj:>plied to benefit patients
/a,1 Bro\vn is progra'n deyef·
and the community at ri sk. The ope,· Jo,· the Ho\vard U,1iversity
(
life expectancy a nd ove r a ll Ce11te1·for Sickle Cell Disease .

ilSH:

-.

I

-

I

HU center seeking sickle cell cure
cases 01· s ickle ce ll exis t in the
grealer Wa s hi11gto11 a rea. Of
these. O\'Cr 50 percent have been
Local and Natio nal authori- treated i1t 011e ti1ne or another at
ties for the Sickle Cell Ane111ia th e Hov.•ard Uni\ ers ity Cen te r
research
ha s
designated for Sickle Cell Di se:.tse.
September as '' Si ck le Ce ll
' Oswaldo
A cc ordir1g to
Month.''
Ca s tro , M.D .. director of the
Sickle cell disease is still a ' Howa rd · U 11iv~y Center for
major health problen1 in t h e
U .S ., affecting Predominantl y
African-Americans.
About 50,000 l'erson s are
stricken with the di sease in the
U .S . It_'s estimated that every
one in 500 African -A meri can
newborn babie s are born wi th
the disease.
"
Delores Duncan, Ph .D., associate director for community services at the Howard University
Center for Sickle C_ell Di sease,
said, ''Like most children with
chronic illnesses, youngsters
with sickle cell di sease ofte n
experience many social a11d Sickle Cell Disease. the Center's
emotional problem s, rangin g basic mission is to diminish the
from inadequate fhealth - in sur- in1pact of' 1l1e sickling disorder in
ance coverage, to growth and patients, and to alleviate th e
development problems.''
i111pact the di sease has on their
It is estimated that over J ,000 fan1ilies and the commu nity.
By Ian Lee Brown
Special to the Hilltop

•

1

''[O]n an average
day we identify
40 babies with
sickle cell disease
and over 2,000
with the trait
annually.''
··Catherine
Uzoma
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drew victims receive District help
By Nichelle Schultz

Andrew. ~y working together. we

to survey the destruction sites.

tions providing necessities for the

Hilltop Staff Writer

ca n turn aro und this tragedy,"

The Army has processed more

victims of Andrew.

Whitelaw said.

than 5,000,000 pounds of food,

The Ho mel ess Foundation
curre ntl y has 30 skilled laborers
and volunteers in Floripa. Within
the next 60 day s, they hope to
have l,OCXl rnore volunteers heading for Florida to assist with the
rebuilding process.
An esti1nated 250,000 families
are homel ess as a result of the
hurricane .and the number of seriously darnaged ho1nes range from
60,0<X> to 85.000 i11 Miami alone.
The local c hapter of the
Salvation Arn1y has also respond·
ed to the calls for help. Thirteen
emergency 1nobile disaster canteen s pro viding beverages and
food havf b~en dispatched to
help aid victims and relief workers in the Miami area.
Over the next two montlis, the
Salvation Anny will send 20 disaster specialists to Dade County

water, diapers and other items.' relief number to simplift and
Assistance has been provided to expedite contributions to the devmore than 115,000 people since astated region s. Citizens can
the hurricane struck.
make $15 donations by calling 1Disaster relief experts have 900-Provide; the emergency
predicted that as soon as people relief number established by the
recover from the Shock and real- · HFA in connection with US
ize their homes, possessions and · Voice Link.
jobs have vanished, long-tenn '!id
HFA is presently arranging for
and support will be needed .
tent s, lumber, kitchen supplies
Operation Hope is one of sev- and oiher necessary materials to
era! programs the Homeless be shipped via cargo planes and
Foundation has created for the trucks to the devastated areas.
relief effort. A local radio station
''The response and help
WHFS is working in conjunction we are receiving is great, but we
with this program. It is a two- sti ll need more," said Suzanne
year program to help with the Welling of the Salvation Anny.
rebuilding of the cities, which is According te Welling, what is
rallying support, particularly -most needed is bottled water,
from the youth.
lumber, ply wood, canned food,
•
Bailey said the organization non-perishable items, baby food,
currently has 60 local restaurants, diapers, hygiene products ,batterclubs and fundraising organiza- ies and paper goods.

•

•

••

Three weeks after the devastation that rocked South Florida
,, and Lo1:1isiana, relief organizations in the metro area have con·
<
tinually pooled resources to assist
the victims of Hurricane Andrew.
For the victims of Hurricane
Andrew the extensive damage s
are estimated to reach high into

the billions of dollars.

•

The Homeless Foundation of
America, based in Arlington, Va. ,
is one of the organizations from
the area · at the forefront of providing assistance to the hurricane
victims.
''Homelessness has reached
epidemic proportion s in the
United States," said Whitelaw

Granger, chairman of the HFA.
''It is important that every
American help rebuild the lives
of those devastated by Hurricane
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HFA has.set up an emergency
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New record company se"e king MEN
•
WOMEN .between the age of 18-25 to
perform in Prince Eldad's debut music
"deo "Come & Get It" to be released i.il
April 93'. Casting all types, no previous
experience necessary. Selected performers will. be flown to Orlando, home
of Universal Studios, and receive 3
~:
-.day/ 2 nights accommodations plus a ......... .
·-·
••
.........
·...........
$1,000 performance fee. Please send ...........
•.......
• •.
photo, proof of age, and a one para- ................
-.··
••
_.......
......_
... .
.......
_
.
graph bio with a $12 itdmin. fee to:
..............
.
•

I

-

.
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Universal Wax Records
116 112 N. Parramore
Orlando, Fla 32801
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By Vanessa White

f!1ents and ~ in the area to be
more affordable.
The nineteenth century neighbor-

HilltoP Staff Writer

hoods that now form Adams
Morgan did not begin to identify
with each other until the pericid following World War 0 when the area's
condition was on the decline. As
local activists sought to control local
schools, two principals created a
conference to improve the neighbor-

n the midst of several
other lavish houses, a
large, Victorian version
of a' medieval castle is
built on the hill s of the

Nation's

<::apital.

Known as' "'the home of the
!
elite," few people in the nine! .. hoods.
teenth century realized the
The princitiaJ of Adams, a prechanges the neighborhood over- dominantly white elementary school
looking Boundary Street, now · named after John Quincy Adams
Florida Avenue, woold
and the principal of Morgan, a Black
In years to come, the' areas of elementary schoel named after

enctk.

Meridian Hill , Lanier Heights,
Washington Heights and Kalorama
Heights woold join together to fOllll
Adams Morgan - often quoted as
"the neighborhood that has e~erything."
!
This ''white glove era)' of Adams
Morgan vanished quickly during
World War 0, as the luxurious resi~

District Commissioner Thomas P.
Morgan, joined together in 1958 to
form the Adams Morgan Better
Neighborhood Conference. which
brought residents together to plan

improvements for the neighborllood.

The same yeiir the .conference
began, the Adams Morgan
Community Council Was formed.
The council brought different racial
and econbmical neighborhood orga-

dences transformed into boarding
houses. In 1948, the Supreme Cowt

ruled to strikC down housing
covenai1ts. which were housing con.:.
tracts to re11e\v old houses, and in
J 954 ruled again st segregated
schools. Duri11g this period. white
families began to nlbve from the city
to the suburbs and other high-income
areas of Rock Creek Park. Because
of these legal changes and the
'' white-flight,'' prices in Adams
Morgan began to drop making apart-

nizations together on local issues.
Realizing the steady declihe of the
area could not be solved~
, Jy with
a council, the District o .olumbia
Redevelopment Land gency asked
the District of Columbia Housing
Finance Agency to give Adams
Morgan $464,000 for planning the
neighborhood's comeback. At fust,
the Kalorama Hei ghts area (now
known as the Kalorama Triangle)
withdrew from the project because

'I'

they had already begun neighborhO<Xl improvements. Beg1nn1ng a
new project would only discourage
plans already under way.
However, by 1963, the re-development of the business district and
the replacement of dilapidated
dwellings and public housing wa'i set
to begin.
Once again, the urban renewal
program was met with opposition
since it was not in the best interests
of eVeryone - namely businesses
and the poor. Businesses felt their
failure would continue with urban
renewal. On the morning of May
20, 1965, The Washington Star 50
Adams Morgan residenis - mostly
mothers and pre-school children demonstrating for public hoosing in
Northwest D.C.
One leader at the protest located
in the National Planning
Commission office was quoted by
the Star as saying, "It seents to me
that they're trying to chive Negroes
out of the area .. , Many residents
were discouraged by the replace111ent of affordabl e housi11g with
niore expensive houses, the tearing
do\vn of substandard housi ng and.
the Jos.<; of businesses in the area.
Al one point, President Jol1n F.
Ke11nedy's Peace Corps concept was
put into use in Adams Morgan. Four
volunteers, ages 19-23, worked fulltime in an attempt to retard the area's
decay. The workers Jived and
worked out of a refurbished sluin
dwellihg, received free room and
board and were paid SI 0 monthly.
In an attempt to get reside11ts to
follO\V their footgeps, the volunteers

read books to children, ran
Brownie troops, taught home
repairs and semi-skilled wodt:
and fO!Tiled new organizatioos.
•
This attempt at improvement
helped keep block groups
together to plan the renewal of
the neighborhood.
Somewh?-t unified, the
neighborhood's plans for urtian
renewa l continued and the
demographi fs of Adams
Morgan contirue<tifu expand.
A 1967 census pfojection of
Adams Morg:ln listed the population at 22,200. Of that nwnber 12,900 wl:re white and of
,
the other 9,3po, the majority
was Black. Following World
War II, along with Blacks,
many Hispapic, Hungarian, The First Church of Christ, Scientist, located at 1770
'
German, Ita,.Iian, Greek and Euclid St., N.W. has been a house of worship In
Chinese (to riame a few) people ll)OVed into the once white Washington , D.C. for more than one hundred years.
neighbo!hoods of the city. The It has been In Adams Morgan since October of 1911.
area they moved into, however,
dying of decay. Regardless of plucks a mood fian his guitar. On
was also the fastest declining area A the problem s it has endured,
large eortion of the .money for uJban Adam s Morga n re main s the the same street a tiny luncheooeue
renewal was used tn that-neighbor- mo st c ulturall y and et h·nically with a huge Coca Cola sign displays
its menu translated into Siamese,
hood.
diverse neighborhood in the city.
In 1964, the project was planned
A reporter in 1963 realized Cambodian and lndooesian. A blodt:
to have an eslin1ated value of $50 the unique characteristics of thi s OOwn tre ~ ... is a atai::tig OOJSe,
1n illion by its completion, but with area and reported the visual
1Dqier firilfu tBYC 1=i u..i by
tl1e riot of 1968, many local stores irpages in an article that co uld
were looted and smashed. The run in a new spaper today and Washingtrn hl""""5 l<ben !hey ......
tliml 9.Ih gtlSS as QJcm Fli,dl1 bl
majority of the elite stores moved still be up-to-date:
a\vay and crime was on the rise.
Shah of Iran and Cllldill .,
''A
Swiss
chocolate
store
The neighborhoods of Adams
tm'l':afew."
...
adjoins
a
s
mall
ar
t
~gallery
Morgan managed to remain
Remarkably, with all of its
with
a
si.ngle
bright
abstracti
on
together through the 1960s when
changes, Adams Magan remains a
they were thought to be dying of in its window. Across the street in a
mosaic of div= people rich in hisurba n rene\va l. and the 1970s nightclub, a ce lebrated musician~
tory and Washington charm
when they were thoug.ht to be
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photo by Michael Harris .
Crowds continue to flood the area as the Inclement weather put a damper on the festivities' 15th year. It took untll 2pm to get-things underway for the vendors participating.

f(ai 11 nearly f111shes out 15th
Ada111s N.lo
Day festival

'
'

PRELIMINARY

LAND

Il

USE PLAN

\
.,..-

•

E!Y. Amaela Wiiey

''I think things are going well for us because
we're selling for a purpose."
Overlooking the inclc1nent weather, many
were able to still enjoy Live entertainment on

Like many other vendors, Faragaso
H1Utop Staff Writer
arrived early prepared to set up, but was
forced to wait while booths that had fallen
e sky was dreary and the rain poured because of the rain were being rebuilt. Some
ontinually, letting up e_nough to be booths were not finished until after 2 p.m.
onsidered a drizzle. Mildly put, the
But on a lighter side, hundreds manageq
backdrop for the 15th annual Adams Morgan to. make the most of the festival, despite the
Day Celebration was no beauty.
rain.
At approximately 2 p.m., a siz.able crowd
'The rain isn't bothering me," said Brian
was beginning to circulate around the com- Keith, a junior majoring in English. ''It's nice
munity festival scheduled to begin at noon .. for so many different cultures to be together,
An hour later, several vendors, some from as and it's a gO<Xl way increase their market."
far away as Atlanta, were still waiting for
'There's a pretty good crowd, considering
their booths to be set up.
the weather," said Officer Frank Edwards of
''It's three o'clock, and I've only made the Washington Metropolitan Police
$3," said Rebecca Mensah, a jewelry vendor Department's third precinct.
and local resident. ''People are not buying.
As expecced; fO<Xl was the winning seller
They should have postponed [the festival]. for the day. Elvira Williams, director of
1be vendors are the ones who suffer."
Adventures in Health Education and
''I've sold nothing," added Eileen AgriculturaT Development, Inc (AHEAD), a
Faragaso, another vendor. ''It's been honible. non-profit corporation that helps feed chilI asked (community day officials) for a dren in Africa, said business had been fairly
refund, but they refused. So I'm just getting good.
started at 2 p.m., when I've been here since 9
Using the motto, ''Buy a fish sanda.m..
wich and feed a child," Williams contended,

11

the gospel stage (California St.) and the high
energy stage ( 18th · and Wyoming).
Community members and some Howard
University students were among the performers. Howard's own ''Subtle Motion'' was
among the acts. Member~ Fabian Hamblin
( 19), Greg Morri son ( 19,), Floyd' Sullivan
(22) and Ju stin ''S tymie'' Davi s_ (20) perfonned two dance numbers.
Comparably, this year's Adams Morgan
Day may not go down as one of the greatest,
but it will be remembered as a lesson in
detennination and a lrue test of conununity
spirit.
Sixteenth screet resident Janie Mason said,
''I was surpri sed to see such a big crowd,
with the rain and all. But I' ve been coming
since it started (in 1977), and I wasn't going
to let the rain stop me.''
"It's still been a nice day," Keith added.
''It's been a peaceful experience.''
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BARBADOS
Leader of the National Dem

tic

Party (NDP), Dr. Richard Haynes,
one of the island's main Opposition parties, said f'he Caribbean
has to move towarf full economic
integration within political structure that ives II expression to
the democr 1c will of the people.

chairman of the Somali
Humanitarian
Support
Committee; Risak Nur, Somali
Youth Organization (YOSAY);
and F.awzi Guleid, So1nali
Community
Service
1n
Washington.
According to Wardere the
key issue that needed to ?e
addressed by the international
community was the security
issue, and the installation of a
legitimate government of national unity. He stressed: ''You have
to address the real problem in
Somalia ;which is the security
problem and nobody is address-

By Chlgbo Anlchebe
Hilltop Staff Writer

·The United States and
the former Soviet Union have
'
been blamed f9r nurturing the
He said the new world economic political instability in Somalia
order made it mandatory, and his and for1its devastating impact of
party supported such a position the food security of that country.
which would allow free movement·
As a result, the hunger which
of goods, services, capital and
now exists iS only a symptom of
people in the region.
the instability which has .disrupted large scale, or peasant farmJAM IA CA
ing. This situation could have
impro.ved if the United Nations
Jamaica was given $4 million in
had deployed more than the 500
debt relief with ..a difference from troops to keep the peace.
These charges and ·inore
the Netherlands' government.
Undef the 'ag.reement, the
were leveled feceqtly during a
Jamaican government will pay panel discuss ion organized by
the se monie s over a four-year ' the Pan African Students Union
in collaboration with the African
period to the Un.ited Nations
Chi)dren's Fund (UN ICEF) for Students Association and the
Caribbean Students Union o! the
lo,ca~ program s. Jamai ca is the
Di strict of Columbia. They disfir st· of three countries in the
Caribbean and Latin America to cussed the hunger and war in the
benefit from Dut cll debt reli ef ''horn of Africa''.
The Panelists were Abdi
wh,ich aims to assist programs for
Wardere, editor of the Mideeye,
women and children. The other
a
Somali
new s letter
in
countries were Hondura s and
"
Washjngton; Fati1na Mohan1ud,
Ecua1or.

••

DOMINICA
Prime ~ini ster Dame ~ugen ia
Charles said recently that the
~aribbean banana-producing
dquntries would continue to lobby
in Europe to get better prices and

quotas for the fruit.

'

.•

She said the

banana exporters would ' not be
frightened by the Latin A1nerican
growers who are opposing the
implementati on of a Europ·e an
1
quota system for next year. The
quotas will guarantee exports for
small producing countries like
Windward Islands.

the 500 troops which were dispatched following a resolution of
the United Nations Security '
Council to maintain peace and
help distribute the humanitarian

cpuld be borne out when one
compared the over 15,000 U.N.
peace -keepers stationed in the
former Yu gos lavia , to the 500
soldiers sent to Somalia.
It was Guleid who stressed
that the O~anization of African

Unity (OAU) had not done
100''"

j

ing that so far."
He argued that the hunger
was the sy mptom of the real
problem which according to him
is insecurity and instability
brought about by the ouster of
former dictator, General Siad
Barre, who was driven from
power in January 1991 .
But Mohamud blamed the
hunger and chaos in the country
partly on the United States and
the former Soviet Union which,
she said , armed the Siad Barre

Somali up until it s war with
Ethiopia , which then got the
backing of the former. The U.S.
stepped in throwi ng it s weight
behind So111alia until the atrocities of Generiil Mo ha1ned Siad
Barre were exposed.
What was needed , contested
Mohamud , was for the United
Nation s to se 11d a size.able
peace-keeping force to add to

relief supplie s; which were
allegedly being stolen by armed
bandits.
To a large extent, Moha1nud
advanced, the Problem. o f
Somalia was ignored by the. west
because the latter was concerned
more with the political situations
in Iraq and the. Balkan region .
Nur, who represented
YOSAY, said the discrin1ination

-

enough to help in the c risis ,
adding that Africans were quick
to poi~t accusing fingers at oth. ers. ''But we don ' t take respon"Sibility for ourselves," Guleid
maintaindd.
J Sec~etary General of the
United
Nations,
Boutros
Bout~o s- Ghali , who is an
Afri dan , accused the west of
focu sf' ng o n Bosnia because they
did ot care what happened to
Afric ns in Somalia. The charge
ha s een ec hoed by Nobel
.
·' L~ur ate, Wo le Soyinka
of
Nige ia, in a recent article in the
Wa s~ington Times.
Tre panel was one in a series
bein~ organized by the students
9
"
to bring
to
focus various issues
that J ffect Af"rica and Africans in
'.
the diaspor<1.

•

•
•

'

•

performing arts , but j t al so Recon stru ction (NA R) goyern enjoys the wider achieven1ent of· 111enl of Artht1r Robin son .
_bringing the Dutch , Spani s h, Mannin g . \vho came to power
Frencl) and Engli s h-speaking last December. honored the compeople of the region together. 1nitment to regional integration.
For the first time in the histoThis integration is even 1nore
vital to create a better under - ry of the fe s tival , held from
standing among the different
cultural groups as the Caribbean
seeks to expand its tradi11g links
across linguistica1 barriers.
It was for this reason that
host Prime Minister Patrick
Manning greeted each participat.
ing country in its national .lan THE ORIGINAL
guage. The theme, ''Vi sions'' ,
reflects the Caribbean, its heritage, des tiny and integration . •
The decision to have ·the fe sti val
was made by the former
National
Alliance
for

By Omowale Elson

Hilltop Staff Writer
The Caribbean Festival

of Arts (CARIFESTA) has been
deemed a success follov.;ing the
participation of ·6 00 artistes.
The fe st.fval opened last month
with a gala di splay in Trinidad
and Tobago berore a crowd of
over 20,000 at the national stadium in. the Pon-of-Spain capital,
marking its resumption after an
I I-year break. The last fe stival
was held in Barbados.

First hosted by the Republic
of Guyana in 1972, CARlFES-

Jamaica has responded to the plea
from the Bahamas for emergency
help following .severe damage
caused by Hurricane Andrew
three weeks ago. Tents, medical
Sll;pplies and food stuffs were listed as priority items for a -speedy
recovery. A hurricane assessment
team from the Jamaica Defence
Force is in the country. The areas
which suffered severe damage
were th.e islands of Eleuthera,
Bimini and the Berry Islands., The
Northern part of Andros, Abaco;
the capital, Nassau, and the Grand

TA was

did not state how many people
were affected .

•

Caribbean festival returns after 11

BAHAMAS

Bahamas escaped lightly. The
Caribbean News Agency (CANA)

govem1nent ''to the teeth'' during
the cold war. ''They dumped the
guns and we are killing ourselves," she remarked.
The Soviets supported the

•

August 23 - 28 , people ac ross ~
the region viewed 11 hours of·
coverage, including onr-hour
nightly broadcasts with live
switches to• main perfor1nance s,
reported CANA-Business, the
region's monthlYj}nancial mag-

azin . It CO'>! the cc>o rdinating
n et\{ork.
the
Ca ribbean
Bro3.dcasti11g Union (C SU),
$50,~ to relay the fe sti val.

Cf"' RlFES-rA was attended by
33 q aribbe3.n °coun1rie s, inc lud-

ing Cuba.

HARRISON FORb,s

•

-·---··· ----~,...01.-ulll: nunn11:n
T H E 0 I R E C T 0 R ' S C [U
T
I

staged in Jamaica in

1976 and Cuba in 1980. This
cultural extravaganza not only
covers the visual, literary and

CUT OF THE FUTURISTIC ADVENTURE

I

Dancers celebrate ·
Senegalese culture

-

-·

themsCJves because it make s
•
them stronger to know more
about their history," he related
between a wo~kshop.
The curtains came down last
Monday at the Howard
Blackburn Center on the fourth
a11nual KanKouran work s hop
entitled ''Diamono (rootS·) - A

By Omowale Elson
Hilltop Staff Writer
Senegalese dance and drumming have been celebrated last
weekend· as a medium of socialization and cu ltural revitalization.

SOUTH AFRICA
The ~frican National Congress
(ANCJ says it will not resume
constitutional talks broke off in
jJune unle ss President F. W. de
Klerk removes the Ciskei military
ruler, Brig. Oupa J. Gqozo from
office because it wa s he who
o,rdered the sliooting in which 24

•

•

people were killed and 200

.

injured.

CHINA

,

China warned of an imminent pull
out of arms control talks and to
withhold cooperation from the
Ufiited Nations over President

Bush's decision to sell I SO F-16
fighters to Taiwan. Dubbing the
decisio~ as ''unjustifiable,"
Chinese officials said the United
States would have to bear all serious consequences arising from ''its
wrong action." The controversial
deal was announced by Bush in
Texas as an effort to save
American jobs .

•

'
./

'

_../

JERRY PERENCHIO ~ . suo YORKtN PRESENT

photo by Sharanda Starks

Community dancers retrace vigorous Senegalese movements at the Howard gymnasium last weekend.
Apart from demonstrating
dance and drumming techniques,
says Assante Konte, founder and
art1st1c
director of the
KanKouran West African Dance
Company, people learn to live

A MICHAEL DEELEY-RIDLEY scon ~(~f ;l r)N

•
•

Celebration of African Culture
and
Family
Reunion ''.
Instructors included Senegalese
and Guinea Master Dancers ,
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Grads
are
urged
to
get
quick
start
on
financial
aid
.
I
.
I

•

By Tasha Halley

.

Professional School Financial -Aid
Service) or the FAF (Financial

Hilltop Staff Writer
'-Aid Fonn)·applications.
Students who have
While the sc hool 's own
recently finished scrambling financial aid form may be specialthrough the Howard ·University ized to the sc hool 's unique
financial .aid maze and have close requirements, the GAPFAS is a
ro a year's time to put off the bur- -centralized need analysis service
densome process should breathe a which simplifies apfllication prosigh of relief at their accomplish- cedures by co nso lidating th e
ment. However, December and . applicant's general financial data.
May graduates who plan on fur''What students need 10
thering their education al the grad- do now is get· information from
uate level in the fall of 1993 the schools that they ' re applying
should begin the financial aid to and find oul which particular
research and financial aid applica- fonn that school will require, the
tion process now to get the best .. FAF or the GAPFAS, " Cathy
result s in the end, according to Geier said. Geier is the financial
various financial a\d advisors.
aid offic,er for the Howard School
In order to become eligi- of Law. •
ble for financial aid at any institu''The easiest thing to do
tion of higher education, one must when filling out the financial aid
demonstrate their own financial applications is to have the stuaid situation by filling out both the dent's tax fonns already filled out
school 's financial aid form an~ so that they can just transfer the
either the GAPFAS (Graduate and information 'directly o nto th e

'

form," Geier said. '' However, if
they don't have their tax form

ready when it is time to send in
the financial aid application, by all
means , don 't wait around unt il
your tax form is completed ," she
added.
Candace Davis, a senior
graduating in May who plans on
attending Jaw school next fall,
said, ''I wish there was a universal
form for all the school s because it
gets confusing contacting all of
the different offices and seeing
which school wants the FAF, the
GAPFAS or something else."
Before being accepted to
a graduate school, some students

Bualn•-•

D iw -

Grew Moat: 1882-1987

-
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Rec.tpll (in billions)
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Ill.I

sible form of financial aid available to student$ since they don't
require competition against other
applicants for award and are based
primarily on need, according to
Geier. As with other financial aid
packages, loans do corne ;f&om....a
variety of sources and operat~--
under a _variety of payment plans,
Whatever the game plan
might be for a student seeking
financial aid for their graduate
school ed~cation, early planning

~::sf~ls~:h~~~~ the key to a sue-

WITH THE
STORES THAT HAVE TRADITIONAL TIES
WITH THE

FWC91"1f~

1'"'67
•
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.........
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level for students who are viewed
as
exceptionally
worthy .
''Students should get in touch with
a specifi c department chair to get
fellow shi information, not the
adn1issions o ice," Geier said.
Jenni r Tucker is a graduating sen io i"11 December and
plans on atten ing graduate school
i11 the fal l of I 3 to pursue a Ph.D
in psychology . '' I don't plan on
applying for loans· for grad school
because I don't want to be in debt
when I fini sh. But, I do plan on
applying for as tnany grants and
sc holarship s as I can and take

advantage of what the government
will give mf:," she said.
Loans are the fnost acc.es-

--

147.7%

S3.•

financial aid in the form of fee
waivers on application fees. '' Each
school has different requ irements
for fee waivers, but they usually
want a state1nent from the stu dent's undergrad uate fina~cial aid
office stating that they are ln need.
However, some sc hools have a
policy of not waiving the fee,"
Geier said.
In add iti on to the financial aid for1ns, most sch,o'ol s
require applicants to send signed
photocopies of the parent's previ ous year's tax form. even if the
applicant has claime~ him or herself independent.

Scholarships and fellowships are awarded on the graduate

'

Black business
. sho~s growth,
Black Employer

n1ay be able to take advantage of
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BRING THESE COl'.JPONS ALONG

'

By Tasha Halley
Hilltop Staff Writer
Small black-owned
businesses increased more than
twice the rate of similar non black businesses in the late
1980s, according to a report
released recently by the U.S.
Census Bureau as a part of the
economic census proj~ct .
~-~
The Census Bureau
conducts the economic censuses
every five years to survey the
structure and functioning of the
nation 's economy. This pf'ticular survey on black -business
concentrated on small enterpri ~
es. ''Small businesses i~clude
individual proprietorshipsj partnerships, and most corpoip.tions
with up to 35 owners;•• Valerie
Strang s.aid. Strang· is the survey
statistician for the Economics
anP Statistics department.
Survey re sul ts showed
that blacks owned: over 424,000
small businesses iin the United
States, an increase of 38 percent
in a five year span from 1982 to
1987. Receipts of these busi nesses reached almost $20 bil lion, more than d~uble t~e total
five years earlier. /
''We get anformation on
' IRS to comtax filings from the
pile our infonnation along with
individual surveys to a number
of the businesses them se lves,"
Strang said.
Businesses with paid
employees sbowed the strongest
growth, according to the survey,
In I 987, less than 20 percent of
the businesses had paid emp!oyees, but they generated over 70
percent of the black business
receipts.
Over 85 percent of all
small black-own'ed 'businesses
operated in servic'e related
industries, For example, over
200,000 small ·black firms dealt
in ' bqsiriess, personal or health
services, retaili-ng, trucking or
warehousing,

\

However. there were
also examJ? le s of grow th in
good s-producing industries .
Between 1982 and 1987. the
•
number of black -ow ned construction businesses 'increased
over 60 percent to nearly
37.000, and sales by small black
manufactu rers nearly tripled to
$I billion.
The location of the
•
black business within the country has a great deal to do with
the success bf the bu siness. The
survey demonstrated that South
Atlaf!tic states or large urban
areas attracted black businesses.

FACT: Blacks
owned over 424,000
small businesses in
the U.S., an
increase of 38 percent in a five year
span.
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Close to 30 percent of
the businesses and 30 percent of
the black population were in the
South Atlantic states at the time
of the survey. In addition, 30
percent of the black firms were
located in three states with large
urban populations: California,
Texas and New York. •
•
While the growth of the
figures seem encouraging, black
'
businesse'S still only account for
a small fraction of the overall
bu"siness actiVity. Although
blacks represent 12 percent of
the U.S. population, only three
percent of U.S. businesses are
black-owned. Also, small black·
owned corporations averaged
$615,000 in annual re-ce ipt s,
which is half of the average for
non-black firms.
Tue Census Bureau will
conduct i\s next economic census at the end of this year and
the results are not expected to be
released until 1994.
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The Howard University Libra1·ies
Welcomes V<>u At
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Do~·t

want a pocketful of change at the
library -- just tempting you to snack?
Wan~ to save your change for laundry day?
Want to impress your friends by knowing
how to use the copier at th~ library?
come to the
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HOWARD UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES

•
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Wednesday, September 16, 1992
2:00 - 4:00 PM
lJndergraduate Library Terrace
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September 16, 1992
2-4 pm

LIBRARV BINGO GAME
PRIZE DRAWINGS
Entries Accepted Until September 15.
I11q111re at Reference Oesk, F<>1111ders. ·
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Freshman: Bring V<>t1r Duplicate
Ticket Fr<>m the
Orientati<>n Xer<>x Booth
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OTHER INSTANT PRIZES
INFORMATION! ·
REFRESHMENTS!
... AND MORE!
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Giving away FREE Danyl copier 9ards all day! 1!!
(no money value addei:f)
. ·
while supplies last

WIN 1 of 6 Nordstrom·s gift certificates
or
1 of 5 Danyl copier cards with a $5 val,ue
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BOOKSTORE GIFT CERTIFICATES•• _
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A Xerox exclusive 5042 library copier demonstration
at 4:00
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Howat·d Univet·sity' s Online
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~gain? Now i+5 fthhic Dance Forrnf ?when
ar~ yougoi119 to come to your feh{e5 a"d
pick. 5omethin9 fef\(ible? (~i9h) Well, I

•

•

•

•

'
•

9~e~s it~

jur+ another e.hare.' >o I told her,
'Give me a break M·a. I mean I kept tne
)arne
phone
company
a//
£,ur
yearf
:
..
!
She was impre)Sed. ''
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o matter what phase of college life you're in, AT&T
can help you through it Just choose AT&T Long Dis·
tance. And you'll become a member of AT&T Student
Saver Plus, a line of products and services designed specifically
.
to meet your needs while you're in college.
·' Our Redch Our Plans can save you money on AT&T Long Distance,
••
•

no matter when and where you call. Call Manager will separate
your AT&T Long Distance calls from those your roommates make.
The AT&T Calling Card lets you call from almost anywhere to
anywhere. Also, when you sign up for AT&T, your first call is free~
And wi$ AT&T, you'll get the most reliable long distance service.
So ask about AT&T Student Saver Plus. You too, will be impressed.

•

I
I

: If you're an off-campus student, sign up for
AJ&I' Student Saver Plus by calling 1800 654-0471 Ext. 848.
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UGSA experiences problems

•
•

UGSA , from A 1

•
'

activities, was submitted at 4:45

p.m. on Tuesday.
Tucker contested the statement,
proceeded to chair the meeting,

•

and entertained -questions about
his eligibility from the floor.
''I do not have that information
on me right now. That information was not valid as of 5:00 p.m.
today. Therefore, this information

cannot be added

10

the assembly.

And second of all, I have yet to
•

receive thi s informalion. The

•

information is null and void. It
must come through the coordinator before: it can be brought to the
assembly . I did nqt bring this to
· the assembly," Tucker said.

•

UGSA members argued back
and forth about the validity of

'

Crawford's statement . However,
the consensus was to acknowledge
Grawford as chairperson of the
meeting and investigate Tucker's
eligibility.
After a series of verbal altercation s between Crawford and

Tucker, a motion wits made to
adjourn the meeting until the issue
was resolved. The vote was 9-3-4
in favor of adjourning the meeting.
Although Tucker's late arrival
was::- lhe basis of conflict during
the meeting , members also
expressed displeasure over executive officers' tummer stipends
which totaled $13,200. It was
later ·decided that a complete
breakdown of stipend allotments,
and the entire summer budget
would be submitted by Financial
Advisor Kanika Magee to the
members.
Despite ttie controversy,
UGSA has a li st of programs for
the year. Some of the programs
are as follow s: The Salute to
Black Achievers, an alumni- lec ture .series, an open mic night, a
tax seminar, and the Spring Black
Arts Festival . UGSA will also
sponsoi opening night for ''Our
Young Black Men Are Dying a11d
Nobody Seems to Care," which
Will be held in Cramton

Auditorium next Tuesday.
spite of these Plans, some
members feel that Crawford and
Tucker must in some way resolve
their problems in order for UGSA
to move forward.
''This meeting was very unprofessional. This should have been
resolved before tonight. An agenda was set, but it was not completed because of what was on the
floor," Stephanie Simms, ~chool
of Business representative said.
As stated in the HUSA constitution, UGSA is the progranuning
entity for undergraduate students.
The body, which consists of students from all school and colleges,
acts as an advisory board to supervise, coordinate, and implement
programs. Schools and colleges
with more than 500 students
receive one seat for every 500 students . GSA performs the same
function as the UGSA, but is comprfsed of graduate students only.
Both of these entities fall under
thf: umbrella of HUSA.

in

Plans continues in Philosophy department

ATTENTION!
ATTENTION!
.

1992-1993 CENSUS FORM
•

All recognized student organizations wishing to be listed in th~
Directory of Recognized Organizations
should submit Census forms to
the Office of Student Activities, Rm. 117,
Blackbum Center.
.

Planning, from A1

•

are introducing courses that are
revived. My maJor conce;m 1S lo relevant to our cultural identity:·
get thi s ship ba ck into shape." . Currently. there are seven student s in the philosophy departGbadegesin said.
· ''We should show an apprecia- ment's graduate program.
tion of the hi story. culture , and According to Gbadege sin , the
contributions .of people of African graduate students currently
descent. The contributions of our enrolled in the program were fruspe opl e to phi losoph ical sc holar- trated because there was no direcsb'ip have 1101 bee11 appreciated by tion .
''My immediate concern js to
· m'ainstream philosophy. My concern is to bring Africa n and revive the grad uat e program .
African-American philosophy to Four of the former graduate stuthe main stream of philosophy,'' he dents are back in the program with
renewed zea l. Al so, we have
said.
Severdl TIC\'' courses including adn1itted three new students for
Affica n-Ameri ca11 philosophy. the master's program. To me, that
cultural philosophy, feminist phi - is encouragi11g •." ' Gbadegesin said.
losophy. applied philosoph y. and '' I pl a n to in1pro ve upo"n that
business ethics have been adopted because this is the only black uni-,
versity that offe ~s a graduate proby the department thi s year.
'' We are diversifyin g our , gram in philosophy.''
Other plan s for the
courses;· Gbadegesin said. We

department include establishing a
Ph. D. progTftlll, increasing faculty
research wilh an emphasis on publication , conducting philosophy
seminars and conferences, and
reviving the philosophy club.
''If we are going to attract students, our research efforts need to
be re yitalized. Every faculty
member should get their priorities
¥;traight with regards to research
and publication.'" Gbadegesin
said.
J
''I think Gbadegesin will be an
•
asse~ to the department. He has
already contributed to the depart-·
ment in a positiv~way . We
should all as faculty
rk together
to make this depart ent what it
has the ~tential of being-that is
offering the students what they
need,'' said philosophy instructor
Barbara McKenney.

. .
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. DEADLINE:
OCT.O BER 9, 1992
•
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Africans rejoice

'Pearl' to visit Howard

1-:,.,..~--,,.-~...,,~~....,,..,.~~~~~~~~~~~'

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH SERVICES

Planning , from A 1

Senegalese , from A9

-

• P.O. BOX 3006
BOSTON MASSACHUSETTS 02130

Washington-ba~Cf dance professionals are invited to ·

•

•

respecti vely, Marie Basse, Amadou Boly. audition also on Sunday from 4 p.m.-6 p.m.
Abdoulaye Camara. Yossuf Koumbassa.
Primus. who celebrates 50 years of dance this year,
Djibi Traore ; a n~ Senegalese drummers. is the recipi ent of the 1991 President"s National Meda1 of Arts
lbraha1n Cam-era. Souleymane Diop, Mar Award. She joins a list of artists like Martha Graham, under
Gueye. and Vi~ux Diop.
who1n she studied modem dance styles.
~
Dance gfoups ca me from as fa r as
P-rin1us wa s !rained in class ical and pre-classical
North Carolin a. Boston. Chi cago and New dance techniql1es by master teacher, Louis Horst. She was
York, to attend the lectures. Indi viduals influenced by Jane Dudley . Sophie Maslow, Beryle
from other states also came to participate McBumie. Olga Kulbitsky. Margo Mayo. and Nona Schurman
of the same genre.
in the lectures as well.
No less is demanded of those \"ho study under her,
Diana Karan1non-Jackson who drove
· ·in .from Rhode Island, was there for the said Hope Boykin, a junior majoring in dance.
Boy~in , who plans to audition, studied under Primus
., spiritual experience.
'' I love it (dance) because it is so in the American Dance Festival in North Carolina last year.
''Her parti~ ular style is chal lenging. You have to bd ready and
earthly. physical and elemental . I' m dis- focused... she makes you work and you don't even know
covering spirit through dance ... it is a free- (that)," BoykiQ said.
ing experience." says Jac·kson.
Briggett Walker. who has been a dan.cer for 20 years, said,
She was among the several whites ''I haxe read and heard so much about her. It is an opportunity
bouncing around in a sea of throbbin g that t·cannot pass up .'"
In addition, Walker, a dance minor, said that such
black bodies. What was invigorating to
her was the ''co1nmunal spirit'' present in tutelage would help her 10 establish a community-based dance
studio.
the workshops.
The selected cast will retrace and explore Primus' visions
Nonnandien Woolbright, difector of through some of her master-pieces as ''African Ceremonia1,"
the North Carolina-based Alayanfe (the ''The Negro Speaks of Rivers," Afro-Haitian Play Dance,"
chosen one) dan ce group agree'd that ·a and ''Dance Strength.''
''communal spirit'' was present during the
''She is one of the primary forces in establishing the
foundation for black tradition in modem dance," Berrymanwork shops.
'
Through a grant frdm the Durham Miller said.
/
Art s Counc il , she was able to
bring 13 members, mostly children, to be ex posed to techniques
and other dancing.
''We see this as an exten- .
s ion of what we are doing.
Another reason . for being here is
because the children in the south
don't get a chance to travel and
Cliffs StudyVl'are course reviews are a
experience. these things, especialdynamic new way to study for midterms
•
ly see other chil.jren perform,"
and finals.
'·..I ~
says Woolbright.
•
• Interactive computer software
Another North Carolina group
' ~
--work at your own pace ,
..... ....• (.1•••,' •'
was the 13- member Cultural
• Hundreds of on-screen ,;.,..~.,.
Movement . They use dance to
questions
engage the youth in positive cul• Answer explanations
tural activity . according to Edna
Roberts, administrative assistant , 1
• Glossary, hints, graphs
and Anne Hurry, ·artistic director.
and figures
They stressed the importance of
• Immediate feedback
dance being a channel for discovery of African-American heritage.
Konte sa id that based on
word-of-mouth alone the festival
1
was gro ~ing, but it was hearten1ing to see that the student-instruclors were getting more refined in
their techniques.

CAICUIUS
~

'
'

Available at the
Howard Univerist Bookstore

'

SCHOLARSHIPS, FELLOWSHIPS, GRANTS, & LOANS
MILLIONS OF DOLLARS OF SCHOLARSHIPS, FEUOWSHIPS, GRANTS, AND
SPECIAL STUDENT AID FUNDS GO UNUSED EVERY YEAR B.ECAUSE STUDENTS SIMPLY DON'T KNOW WHERE TO APPLY OR HOW TO GET THEIR
SHARE.

-

THE SECRET IN LOCATING MONEY FOR COLLEGE, LIES IN YOUR STRATEGY.
YOU NEED STEP-BY-STEP INFORMATION ON WHAT AID1IS AVAILABLE AND
HOW YOU CAN GET IT. THE TIME TO START IS NOW! YOU CAN APPLY AS
EARLY AS YOUR JUNIOR YEARN HIGH SCHOOL, OR DURING YOUR UNDER·
GRADUATE OR GRADUATE STUDY. AID CAN BE USED AT ANY ACCREDITED
COil.EGE OR TRADE SCHOOL
THIS DIRECTORY WILL PROVIDE INFORMATION TO STUDENTS OR INDMDUALS WISHING OR ATTENDING HIGH SCHOOLS, BUSINESS SCHOOLS,
TEECHNICA:L SCHOOLS, GRADUATE SCHOOLS, LAW SCHOOLS,
MEDICAL SCHOOLS, VOCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS, UNDERGRADUATE SCHOOLS, RESEARCH PROGRAMS, AND LEADERSHIP PROGRAMS.

'

I
'

OPPORTUNITIES ARE READY AND WAITING FOR YOU. REGARDl,ESS OF
YOUR PARENTS INCOME, YOUR FINANCIAL CIRCUMSTANCES, OR YOUR
GRADE POINT AVERAGEl FOR EXAMPLE, THERE'S MONEY AVAILABLE FOR
CHILDREN OF DIVORCED PARENTS, VETERANS, OR UNION MEMBERS.

I

•

··················~····························
_ _ PLEASE SEND trtE A COPY OF THE SCHOLARSHIP DIRECTORY
ENCLOSED IS $25.00
-.[

'
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MAIL ORDER
FORM TO:

EDUCATIONk RESEARCH SERvtCES
~.O.

BOX 3006

BOSTON MASSACHUSEI'IS 02130
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Stuff Happens

by Steve Watkins
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What's up for tl)e weekend? Check Weekender/82
Stud8nt romotes self-love in Peo lei /84

•

"
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Weekender /B2
People/B4

0

Books/83
On Beats & Rhythm/ BS

Sports/87
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photos by Paul Woodruff
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By Sharmarra Turner

like your strong, black great-grand-

Hilltop Staff Writer

mother. A comic depiction is a more
likely description . However, what
does it depict in 1992'! Does it say
sprnething different from what it did
decades ago? Or does it reflect the
dismal reality it.'did in years

rgetting can be a
mforting experience.
Once something is. out
of sight, our ability to
forget it can put it out
•

•

rue

~nreo

of mind. Forgetting
can shield us. It can soothe us by creating the illllsion that something
painful ceases to exist

However, biccemess and heartache
resurface when we are presented
with fl painful reminder; in this case,

one reihiniscent of our perilous,
struggle-filled past.
Through images of art, emotions
of the times depicted come alive and
wisp us away to a place we'd rather
not visit: a ply-wood house deep in
the South; a weathered coaon field

June,?

•

Pi"!.

.

I Although the mammy e1nlxx:iies
the wretchedness with which blaCk
1 omen were reg~ded back then,
~Janna Phillips, a senior management major, said she would still disP~Y a manuny doll in her home.
I "Even thoogh it re1ninds me of
hOw we' were treated the doll is reprer;erttativ~dof how far we've come,"

Phillips "" .
A few other students sh<ire this
view. Among them is sophon1ore
ofnomics major Duane Blanchard.
''I think it's important to have
rer-iinders like the mamm y dol l

.-~~~~~~~~~~---~

•

.'

Secondary education major
Cashelle Hooks agreed.
"Pretending to forget the h""h
racism that once existed \von't make
it disappear from hi story," noted
Hooks.
''Looki ng at something like a
marruny doll makes me glad that we
no longer have to be maid s and
poiters," she added
But a fine line divides the differing
emotions that the mammy doll
evokes in young blacks. Many see no
reason to exhibit a symbol of the
white man's_oppress.ion in their personal art collection.
''Why would I want to display
such a ludicrous depiction of my
people in m)' home," said Coty
Backmon, a-sophomore majoring in
marketing.
"I would be glorifying something
u'Sed to degrade us," Backm on
added.
_ Broad9as t journalism major
Krystle Meachem sharert the same
sentlnlents.
'1llere is no way I'd have one of
those thing s laying around my
house," she said. 'They were humiliating then, and they're humiliating
now."

'Fiddler Man', Early Americans Series $87, Blackberry-Pentagon City
strewn·with never-hads and neverwill-be's; and even a grand ante-bellwn mansion, where inside, a scrong,

black woman holds the threads of life
together.
But the marruny doll seen in the

local museum doesn' t look much

I
.
ar0und so that we'll never forget

where we've come from.•· Blanchard
'd.
."I want my children to have a
reminder they can touch and feel,"
adjl' Blanchard, whose grandmother

5i

owns one of the doUs~

Despite the difference in opinion,
there definitely seems to be a reemergence of black art portraying
scenes or characters from the way
things used to be.
One of the most popular tines of
black art is ''Daddy's Long Legs."
The line fearures African-American
charact,ers like great-grandmother,
Mrs. Oma Green, jazz singer Babe
Bouchard and the twins, Choo-Choo
and Josie.
There are currently 25 black characters feanrred in the line, and each
sells for around $90. Each poseable
character is hand-sculp<ed using clay,
then reproduced in a wood resin composition. They are dressed in the attire

•

••

e' re all about to get the
VIBE!
Q.tincy Jones Fntenainment,

in conjwx:tion with Time Warner Inc.,
is lawlching a fresh new pµblip.tion of

the Hip-Hop nation: VIBE Magazine.
This rew magazine, to appear Monday,
will be a journal of the culture which
surrounds us all - the culture that
Hip-Hop built
With one loOk at Executive Edita
Diane Caldwell's resunle, it's evident
that Cardwell is no new duck to the
publishing world Having taken turns at
''Rolling Stone," ''Emerge'' and the
eclectic but short-lived ''EGG
Magazine," Cardwell is a 27-year-old
Harvard gl1lduate from Manhattan who
flirted with the idea of a Jaw career

• Considering eardwell' s background,
as weU as the fact that the editor-in-chief
of VIBE is white. I wondered. along
with many ~ if VIBE would tum
out to be a true Hip-Hop m.-1gazine.
'"The Hi{>-Hop nation is a fairly contentious one. There's been a lot of talk
arramd town by people concerned if we

are qualifiCd to publish a rap-oriented
magazine," Cardwell said.
'The new publication will feature
more than just Hip-Hop. VIBE will
focus on a nwnber of different aspectS
of African-Atnerican society, such as
politics. sports, and the like.
''We use the music as a spri ngbow'-""'d," Canlwell said "Anything that
is taken with rap is our territory."
(:ardwell claims that this terrilO!y can
be shared with similar magazines,

including New Yori<-base<tThe Source,
which happens to be the current diruy of

the Hip-Hop nation. She stressed that
VIBE does not plan to "put
them out of business," but
rather cover a wider spectrum of Hip-Hop culture.
··we want to show
blac k people like
they've never been
shown before, that we
want to be incredibly
honest about everything," she said.
Cardwell is concerned that too many
African-American magazines cater
to ctj)ebrities' egos. Many of these
magazines never show the stars of
their articles in anything Jess than a
''stellar light.''

•

'

''Wedon'tpamperanyone. We want
to publish the truth," she

said pointing

out that too many magazines are concerned only with their
entertainment value.
If VIBE is not a sue.
cess, Cardwell said she
will continue to ''do what

e

she does."
'"The best~ scenario
is that we launch and seU
millions of copies. Failure

is almost inconceivable.
Everyone who has seen
the magazine has
responded extremely
positively," she said.
''Our main concern is to make
sure we reach our audience,"
Cardwell added. This is where the
Howard stude nt comes into the
•

scene.
I
Why should we read ,VIBE?
''Because.it is a magazine particularly about your lives,"
Cardwe~ VS aid. ''It's i~telligent ,
well-written, provocative ... any
Howard student would love this .
Any thinking, educated, black ~r
son would love reading this publication whether they listen to HipHop or not.''
Sound like a sales-pitc h?
Whether it is or isn ' t, Cardwell
thinks she's qualified to edit a
magazine focused on Hip-Hop culture. She said she grew up listening
to it, and list s Arrested
Development, Black Sheep, an~
Ice-T as some of her favorites. Not
offended by some rappers ' sex.isl
lyrics, Cardwell said she instead

-'7
e'

'

I

•

•
•

•

'
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••
)

•

,

belore choosing journalism.

BY. David Moore
Hilltop Staff Writer

W

.

of the times, l 93(>.;-40s, and depict·
characters that would be found in a
typical black neighborhood.
'They are so life-like that they
remind me of family members," said
I
Christine Paulk, a shopper from
Alexandria, Vrrginia
•
. Another popular line, titled "Miss
Martha's Collection," depicts black
yOlUlgsters engaging in the activities
bf childhood. Twelve different figurines show black children skipping
rope, playing with pets, gathering
.f •
•
,
flowers and praying. Each figurine
costs between $15 and $25.
In contrast to these...established
nationa1 lines, a relatively new line·
(
called ''Yesterday's Memories'' has
been receiving lots of attention. 1lle
figures are similar to those in ''Miss
Martha's Collection," but may offi:nd
some who find art reflecting the post•
slavery era disturbing.
Roxanne Higgins, the designer and
con tact person for, ··Yesterday's
Memories," said she gets most of her
ideas for the figurines from her own
childhood memories. A North
photos by Sharonda Starks
Carolina native, Higgins has been
designing the lioe for about five 'Above, Mr. and Mrs. James R. Taylor' from the 'Daddy's Long Legs'
years.
line. $98 each(Blackberry). Below, figures from the 'Yesterday's
The figures feature charactm and Memories' line, mom and dad $44. others $16.50 to $17.SO(Hallmark)
scenes from the early 20th century . They include a little girl
bathing inside of a bucket , a
barefoot man dressed in overalls
and a small boy eating on top of
a haystack. The collectibles are
priced from around $16.50 to
$44 each.
Certaill stores in the Washington
Metro area specialize in black
dolls and memorabilia. 'Among
them are Angie's Doll Boutique
in
Alexandria,
Virginia;
Blackberry, located in the
Pentagon City Mall; and
Pyramid Books on Georgi-a
Avenue .

0

finds them ''amusing.''
''The Geto Boys Are pretty
funny. I don.' t have a huge appetite
for them, but 'My Mind'.s Playing
Tri~ks On ,Me' is a great song. ''
she said.
VIBE's executive editor d~s
not feel she has experienced many
hardships because of her doubleminority status: African-Arllerican
female. Cardwell cites that racism
and ·sexism function ''differentlyi';
in the publishing world. She holds
a different view, however, abouV
sexism in the male-dominated raf,,
world.
''No one in the Hip-Hop com ~
munit'y is trying to 'oppress' me,
although wading through sexism is
very difficult. Luckily, I haven't
had to screw anyone over - yet!''

•
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CALENDAR

.Qlack Family·Reuni9n·
e .m .phasizes 'Roots & Renewal'
I

J

•

•

September 11th

.

.

Return to the Source presents Dr.
Ivan Van Sertima discussing "The
Golden Age of the Moor" at Bertie
Backus Jr. High School, 5 I 7 I South
Dakota Avenue~ NE at 7 P·t\1·
Tickets are $10 General Admissidn
and $5 for students 'and senior citizens.

September 12th

Frederick J. Goodall
Hilltop Staff Writer

By

Lately everyone has been
talking about family values. It
ha s become an is sue in the
ensu'ing presidential race and

Capitol Hill '' on Friday,

topic on the hit television
series ''Murphy .Brown." But
for th National Cou ncil of

September 11th with a

e~en

Negro Wome.n (NCNW), the

The Fourth Annual D .C. Blues
Festival will be held at the Langdon
Park Recreation Center, 20th and
Franklin St., NE. The event will last
from 11 :30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. This
year's theme is: "D.C. Blues
Through
the Years." The lineup
..
. for
this year's show is as follows: The
Orioles, Mary Jefferson, The
Bluzblasters with Frankie Lee,
Little Sonny Warner, The Bill Dicey
Band, Archie Edwards, Nat Rees
and Blues Works. Admission is free.
For more information call (301)
369-678 1.
,
~

Granda Puba (formerly with Brand
Nubian) will be rocking the house at
The Galleria, 1155 21 St., NW. For
more information on tickets and
showtime call (202) 835-0093.

highlighted by "A Day on

become a popular

has

concept of family values is
nothing new. They have been
stressi ng family values since

1986 when they held their first
Black

Family

Reunion

The Black
Family
Reunion
began in 1986
because of all
of the negative me,dia
that the black
family was
• • •
rece1v1ng.

•

!Renewal." And with thi s
recent wave of interest in
''family values," everyone
is sure to catch the spirit of
the celebration.
The celebration will be

'

•

•

keynote
address: by
Congresswoman El'e anor
Holme s Norton . An
Ecumenical Prayer break- ·

•

fasf on Sepl.12th will offi- ·:
·'

cially open the celebration 7•
weekend.
Other activities on the
Monument Grounds will .
include cultural work-

•

shops, ethnic foods, health
checks, exhibits; and
appearances by special.

guests and celebrities such Of the many attractions' which the festival offers, Crash test dummies promote safety.
as Jesse Jack so n; Melba·
Moore; Dick Gregory; Ruby
Dee; Dorothy Norwood; and
Yolanda Adams. Admi ssion to

•

Free concerts will conclude the Saturday and Sunday
events, featuring Melissa
Morgan and The Boys on

Celebration.
The Black Family Reunion

began in 1986 because of all
of the negative media that the
black fami ly was ·receiving .

September 13th
The National Capital Chapter of the
National Mutiple Sclerosis .Society
presents its Fall Bike Fest '92. This
bicycle tour of Northern Virginia
kicks off ai the Corpo~ate Center at
the Fairfax Government Center with
30, 70, and 100 mile routes to
choose from. The tour offers fullyeq ui pped rest stops every 10-12
1niles, professional bicycle and firstaid support, and a de,Iicious lunch
celebration. The registration fee is
$15, with a minimum· pledge
requirement of $50. Volunteers are
also needed to serve lunch, register
rid,ers, and work at rest stops. For
more information on riding or volunteering call (202) 466-6(51.
'
'
Sumner School Museum and
Archives presents Prints .&
Drawings, an exhibition of recent
works by Catherine Walker and
Julie Mitchell from 2-4 p.m. The
Sumner School is located at 1201
17th Street, NW. Admission is free.
For more information call (202)
727-3419.

•

'

Members of the NCNW
believ~d thaJ this celebration
would improve the image of

the black family and show !hat
the destruction of the black
fam ily is not imminent. The
intent of the reunion s is to
highlight the positiye aspects
of the black family and rai se
the self-esteem of the black
community.
The annual ce lebration
returns to Washington, D .C.
this weekend to salute the hi story, tradition. and culture of
the black fami ly. The celebratio11 continues throughout the
weekend with con tinuous
enteriainment, ed·ucational
progr8.mming, informational
panels, and video-presentations on the Wa shington
Monument Grounds.
This year's theme is ''Catch
the Family Spirit: Roots
•

photo courtesy National CoJ.Jncil of Negro Women

DorotJiy Height, president of NCNW, will be honored
at the Black Family Reunion on her Both birthday.
all pavilion activities is free.
A special tribute enlitled

"Legend- Linkage- Legacy"
wi ll honor Dr: Dorothy I.
He ight, President •and CEO of
the NCNW on .the occasion of

her 80th birthday by highlighting her life and achieve111e11ls.

'
Sepl.
l 2th and Dorothy
Norwood and Yolanda Adams
on Sept. 13th.
So if you want to find out
the re al meaniri'"g of family
val ue s, bri'11g your fami ly and
friends for a weekend of cu lture, food, entertain.meat , and
good ol' family fun.

Jump ack to school with Kriss Kross
•

By Frederick J. Goodall
Hilltop Staff Writer

The Miggidy -MiggidyMacks come to D.C. tonight to
wreck shoAp with their Back to
School Jam at Constitution

September 15th

Hall. Kriss Kross (Daddy
Mack and Mack Daddy) are

Senator and Mrs. Claiborne Pell
cordially invite all Rhode Islanders
attending colleges and universities
in the Washington, D :C. area to
their annual fall cookout at their
, home at 3425 Prospect St., NW
(Qeorgetown) . The cookout will
begin at 5 p.m. and end at 7 p.m. I
you plan to attend, please call
Senator .•Pell's office and leave your
name and address. The phone num.
"
ber is (202) 224-4642.
•

Sep'tember.16th

"

E. U. will be performing with Cloaca
at . 15. Minutes, 1030 15th St., NW
(between K· & L Streets). For con.cert and ticker information call
'

•

•

'
•

•

•

flying hi gh with their debut
album and two hit sing le s,
''Jump'' and ''Warm it Up."
These kids are wic.ked on the
mic. Their stage presence and
rhyming skill s are better than
many MCs who are twice their
age, proving that age ain't
nothing but a number. T he se
0

kids will definitely keep the
crowd jumping.
Opening the show for Kriss
Kross are the infamous MC
Lyte and new to the scene fU:
Schnickens.

Above: Kriss Kross (Daddy Mack and Mack
Daddy); Top Right: MC Lyte; Bottom Right: FU.Schnlckens (Chip Fu, Moc Fu, Poe Fu). These popular hip-hop artists will be performing tonight In
the Back to School Jam at Constltulon Hall. The
show begins at 5:45 p.m. Tickets are $17.50 and
are available at all Tlcketmaster outlets.

When MC Lyte gets on
stage, she is guaranteed to tum
it out. With styles ranging from
hardcore hip-hop to smoothed-

out R&B jams, Lyle has flavas
that will please a wide variety

of tastes. MC Lyte is currently
enjoying a hit s ingle , ''Ice
Cream Dream'' from the ''Mo'
Money'' soundt rack . Her
cl.lbum, ''Act Like You Know'',
produced the hits , ''When in
'
Love''
and ''Poor Georgie."
When li ste ning to FU- .
~c hni ckens' a lbum. ''F. U.
jDon't Take It Personal''', it is
hard to decide if one is listening to a hip-hop album or a
kung -fu ~ov ie . But group
member Chip Fu members
assures that the group is I 00%
hip·hop.
. ''We wear the Oriental ghees
and use the Oriental culture to
symbolize the lyri cal lec hniques we mastered," said Chip
Fu . One listen lO their new ·
8.lbum will prove that Chip Fu

isn't lying'. There's straight-up
street sfnoot hne ss, rhyming
'
· backwards, speed rapping, and

feggae-tinged rhymes. ·
All tickets are $l 7.50 and
are
available
at
all
Ticketmaste r s. For phone

charge call (202} 432-SEAT.
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Marita Golden re1nind·s us of our successes
'
.

.

'

'

Books Briefs
Family Man
By Jayne Ann Krentz

Divine Evil
•
By Nora Roberts

Pocket Books
$5.99

Bantam Books
$5.99

On sale September 10

On sale Septem her 4

•

'
•

Katy Wade is the herione of the latest Krentz novel. She is the
overworked administrative assistant to the head of Gilchrist, Inc.
The classic example of a 90"s woman, she balances raising a
younger brother and her career. In order to save her family, her job·
a11d the co1npany she works for she mu st invite the one who can
save it all into her family fold .
•
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ence that provide s bp th (JI.
them with the sk ill s that \Viii

•

shape their lives. ·
The move 1ne11t proviclc;s
ated their live s. Thi s has lead Lincol n witl1 experie11ces 1!1 111
Jhem to enter ~' period of pain inspire him to beco111e a p\;1y\vhich fails tO ack11owledge wright. Hi s plays help hi111 to
and celebrate the successes deal with hi s own tortur ecl
•
accomplished by our peopl<(. existe nce and tell stories of tl1e
· Marita Golde11 rejects this tr:l· people he en coL1 11ters . I-l e
diLion , choosing instead tb writes ot1t of both \o\ e ;.111d
• \Vrite in a styl e si milar to Zora de s perati on t·or l1i s 0\\ 11 lit"e
Nea le Hurston. This s tyle is and the people he seeks t<)
rich i11 tradition and history ~s uplift.
it il l(1strates the lives of black
For JesS ie; tl1e 111o ve.111cnt
people as tota l and complete provides a po s itive o"t1tl et
beings instead of flat fictio nal where she is able to fight other
c hara c: ters. It is sk illfully people 's pain . S l1 e lea r11s
demonstrated in her latest about herself a11d 11 \\1-0rld otl1cr
novel. And Do Re1nember Me. than th e pov:erty ·s trik e11 011e
An d Do Remember Me she was rai sed in. Sl1e also dis·
c hro ni c les .Wle life of Jes§ie covers her tru e cal ling as a 11
·Foster. Je ss ie is born in the actres s. It is her acting that
so uth anQ rai sed by parent s allow $ her to hid e her sec ret .
who live barely above slaverr pain.
co ndition s. Her home is not a
The fight for freeaon1 not·
happy one, but rather one only brings Je ssie and Li11 coln
\ where lies and fear ex:ist.
in touch with their talent s. btll
As th e author exp lains. it joins two of th eir be st
''Her parents spoke as little as friends, Courtland a11d Maco11.
possib le, .as tho ug h · s pee cr in the st ru gk le as . we ll :
wou ld merely en han ce their Co urtland wi ll eve11t l1all y
111isery."
become an advocate fo1· tl1e
Her father is see n as less rights of black people. a11d hi s
than hum an by the whites that wife Macon wi~l continue the
surrounded him . This causes stru ggle in the classroo1n. Tl1e
hi s f1·ail ·wife to wit hdraw frorli n1ovement is a powert'u\ f'o1·ce
1he world· and hi s children to that brings all types of people
li ve in fear. For Jessie, th.i s together and changes the \VCI)'
means partiCipa ting in an " they live their lives.
incest uo us relarionship with
Marita Golden is a 1·esident
h11n 1and· living with the pain of of Washington D.C. and a child
these act s for the rest of her of the 60s civi l rights 1nove ·
life.
ment. Her experience and her
Although it take s time, sensi tivity allow her to illL1sJe ss ie eventually ·run s away trate a picture of life. Her rea l·
fro111 home. Like mo s t run
ism is poi9 nant. The lives of
aways, she is lost and confusetl the characters are carved otit of
about her situatio n, with no joy, pain, happiness, an d sad·
destination . Fate steps in and nes$. ~
introduces her to Lincoln
In th e tradition of Zora
' St urgis, who is the embodi- Neale Hurs ton's c haracters
me nt of the true black man~ Janie and Teacake of Their
He is a strong leader who is Eyes Were Watc hin g God ,
co nce rned with his people's Marita Golden creates And Do
dilemma and leads Jessie into Remember Me as the bac kthe Freedom Movement. Side drop for the lives of Jessie and
1
by side, Jes/ ie and Lincoln go Lincoln.
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The works of today's blac~
<.1 uthors ref lect the pain a nd
disappoint1nent that has permel

•

•••
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- 1 t)'I -

Hilltop Staff Writer

II

..

Book: And Do Remember Me
' .
Author: Marita Golden
Publisher: Doubleday

By Holli L. Holliday
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Sculptor Clare Kin1_ball faces he ~ PfS t when she leaves the fast
track New York art world to retu rn to her hometown in Maryland.
•
Her life is instantly tran sfOr1ned into one of supense as she falls in
the middle of a 1nystery with an old tlame that endangers her life.
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Getting Back To ~asics

'

•

Self-Loye seminars become re8:lity for HUstudent
•

VITAL STATS

'

•
•

(

Name: Ericka D. Jackson

,

•

e:22

•

1\1ajor: Economics
.. llomestate:\Vashington
Cur1·ent Ambition: To
•
teach sisters on Howard's
campus the importance of
self-love. \
On. the calendar: Self- ·~
Love ·workshops fo begin in
·late S~ptember; Quad
work:shops to begin in midOctober.

;

•

•

,

•

•

·.
•
•

.·
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By Sharmarra Turner
Hilltop Staff Writer

Visionaries.

It's nice to_talk to people with dreams, ideas and a

• desire to make thingS h3.ppen.
When depression hits, they pofnt
out the bright side. When there
soems to be no answers, they·see
positive alternatives on the horizon. Without a doubt, they are
definitely a rare breed.

Ericka Jackson, a
. . .
.
senior maJor1ng 10 econom1cs,

.

befits this description . Behind

the myriad of problems plaguing
the black com1nunity, she sees a
need to get back to basics.
"Before we lblack peoplel
can start re-investing in our-selves, we need to learn to love
our'selves enough to do so,"
Jackson said.
She continued, ''We
need to learn who We are as individuals, not' to mention as a
group of people."
The idea of self-love was a
'top priorit·y among a certain
group of blac~female· colleagues
Jackson worked with during her
earlier undergraduate years.
''There was a certain energy

about .them," Jackson sajd. "As
they mentored me, they would
always list self-love as being
number one before anything
else."
Jackson saw the lack of this
''self-love'' among her peers and
took action. Along with her sister, she started a . women's sup'.
port group and learned
how to
teach others to love themselves.
Before Jong, Jackson knew
it was time to leave the sheltered
environment
of
Western
Washington State University and
transfer to Howard.
''I knew it was time for me to
go," she reminisced. ''I knew

that I had [to do) work larger
than what Washington State's
resources could offer me.''
Jackson set out for 'the
Mecca' wit}\ the impression that
women there would embrace her
ideas and would be supportive of
what she had to offer. Instead,

she found more opposition in the
black community than she had
witnessed
at
home
Wa.~hington.

in

''Women's priorities were So
far away from what I'd envisioned they would be." she said.
1·

.
,

.·

,

•

.

''Some were 1nore co 11 cerned Howard 's campus to see what ano1her session for the Quad in
with what party was going on, topics the ~ would be most recep- ,October and hopes to continue
what man they cou ld eatch, and tive to;' JaCkson said.
' the seminars at least twice a
who's been &een with whom."
The questions ranged from month thereafter. 'Healing the
In response to her findings. ' how important is being actively Self' and 'Behavioral Ahalysis'
Jackson spent last year looking , 'involved in a relation s hip to will ~ a few of her new topics.
listening. and learning to the you ' to ' how much time each
ideas of the females on day dQ you s pend with yourHoward '~ campu s. Af"ter 1nuch
self?'.
thought and observation,
· ''I got some phenomenal
Jackson knew her contribution to responses," Jackson said.
black people would be through
Re spo ndent s were able to
uplifting black wo111en .
choose what topi cs they would
And what could help empow- be most in"terested in di scussing
er these wOmen and enli g hten at a workshop. There were 16.
them to the idea of se lf-love'? choices. rangi ng from 'uplifting
Jack son found the an s wer o ne and e111powering the black man · ·
/
night when she experienced her to 'se lf-pampering techniques'
own ''awakening of self:'
. .- and 'goal-settirig '.
''I was all alone at my si~ter·s
Jackso n's fir st semi 11ars at
house in Seattle and I wanted tQ Howard were held last semester
go to the movie s,'· s he sa id . 1n
the
Harriet
Tubman
Quadrangle. The workshop, enti tled ''Are You Ready For Love'',
discussed topics s ~ch as ' dealing
with relationships' and 'utilizing
affirmations·. The seminars took
place on two different d1:ys With
a week-long break in -between.
''Thi s was to enable the parIS ticipants lo go out into the world
and bring their experiences back
to s hare with the group,"
Jackson said. ·
Participants received an
·effectiVeness checklist' which
assisted t~em in keeping their
bu si ness up-tO-date,\ as well as
an 'a ffirrrtatioQ lis't', which
''There I was, calling all my girl - helped them declare po si tive
friends, making plans that would goals for themselves.
''People should unde_rstand
eventually fall through;''
''Finally," she continued, ''I that the state of their physical
, i.-ealized that I was giving all my environment reflects their state
. personal power away to others. of mind," Jackson said. ''When
1It was then that I got up, put on' your office or home is cluttered,
my make-up, got dres sed , and it affects the way you feel ."
Jackson cilso believes that
took myself out to eat and to the
•
movies.''
psychological problems maajfest
Jackson admits it was a little themselves physically in many
difficult sitting alone next to the different ways.
'' For example," she
other couples in the theater. But
it was worth it. She found a sat- · explained, '' if you have a sore
isfaction within herself that she throat , it may mean that you
need 1to say something to somewanted to share with others.
one that hasn't been said."
''Tha~ night I went home and
'1'-lthough Jackson realizes
wrote down all my hopes and
dreams," she said. ''I felt so this Particular idea may be a bit
empowered. I was on a high I'd ''out Chere'', she challenges skepnever felt before."
tics ~o test her ideas and says
The brainchild of Jackson 's mitnYt s·eminai" participants ha~e
awakening will 1nanifest in her founq her ideas to. be true.
Jackson has received excelupcoming self-love workshops
for black women .
lerit ~valuations from her Quad .
''My fir ss step toward the semi~ars and ·plans to begin her
workshops wa s circulating a first· )VOrkshops this semester on
questionnaire among women on Sept. '22nd. She is also planning

Jackson feels that once black
women alter their behavior,

everytqing else will change.
· ''The only reason some black
men deal with, us the way they
dQ · is because we let them,"

'

Jackson said. ''When the black
woman transforms her attitude
and outlook on life the black
man will have no choice but to
deal with us on a higher level ."

''The only reason some black
men deal with
us the way
•
they do
because we let
them''
--Ericka
Jackson
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Too Short: Bae

•

By Eric Malson
Hilltop Music Critic

•

than ever

•

track s... ' 1nac k dadd

''Shorty !he Pimp'' Y s lyle '. The inrro cut
album : pimpin ' is':~~ fr~e !one for the Whol~
_You c~n ' 1 reaJJy hel thi e_me of lhis album.
exp/01ri11ion fil1n s· pf nk1ng about the black
· 0 the 70
h' · I
to !his album.
s w 1Je listening

Milira is 'Back Again'
with a new album
Straight from her acclaimed debut
self-entitled albu1_11 ''Milira'' (which .gave us
''Go Outside In the Rain''. one of the baddest
slow jams I've ever heard), ''Back Again '' is
an albuh1 that teaches what Jove is all about,
from its worst facets to its deepest passions.
Milira' s latest albu1n is full of sultry ballads.
and has solid produc1ion .
Milira (a nanle 1nade from a co1nbination
of the na1n es .of her tw o grandmothers,
Millie and Ira) grew up in a mu sical t'a1nily.
Her moth e r and aunt were men1ber s of
Jac ki e Wil son's backup crew . Milira did
n1ost of her si11ging in the church.
At the ·age of 17, sl1e beca111e a two-ti1n~ ·
winner of Apollo 's A 111ateur Night contest.
Her fi rst albu1n, '' Mil ira'', rece i-ved rave
review s fror11 virtual])' eve ryone. At 21.
.s l1e 's 'Back Again ' to ge t th ose s an1 e

•

•

Lyrically, Too Sha
in os1/y of ro/Jin ' hn sdpeaks

•

'

''Back Agai11"' is an R & B/Jazz Fusion
<1lbu111 with a strong, deep. soo1hing voice.
This is a selecti on you chill with; an album
1hat seis tl1e mood. The delivery is right on
tiine. Usual!)'. si11ge rs are dro w11ed ou t by
the instru111e11ts in today ·s 111usic: not /1ere. If
anything. the music is keeping up with HER .
The songs all deal with different aspects
ol" love. fro n1 't he o the r won1an ' in ''One
Man W o111an··, to 1aki11g a c han ce at love
again after a heartbre ak with '' Ready for
Love·· . *WMAs go out to. '' Rocket Love."
''All Night ;'' and ''Wh y Can't We Still Be

All of his
albums are hard
core
as he draws u
. '
wh"J
ponh1s/ife
1
e growing u ·
s treets of Oaklan~ •;f
other reason I 'll . .
or no
for continuj~
g~~e him Jthe_props' .
hOOd· F
g . to JUst hang out ,
Too
. ew muJti-plat "
in the
ne
.
1num peo 1. .
ss conrinueCro do thin
. p e in Vie busima!.' · as Too Short does g;~1_ke hang our in the
an idea of how much f; .
is should give you
and respect him.
ans from lhe wes1 love
· is
· quire sim
. His mus1c

';e

Mi lira
Fr~end s.''

a track that talks about the breakup
of a couple. The problem is that they aren't
even friend s anymore, a situation that I' m
sure rnost o f us have experienced.
Thi s is ari album for those who like bal·
l.,ds: The average hip hop head wifi not like
thi s Oll C. T'd g ive it 3:5 stars crriore than
alright: not quite slammin'). Vocally , it's in
there . Milira is definite;ly ' Back Again ' !

sized, nor over-sampled ~le: nor over-synthe.
, Just basic hard core

.
ar and
gett1n ' paid Th
''H '
e track
oes •· talks of
w~men Who practice
9ne of the world's
ol_de s r profes sions. ''No Jove''
talks about a
I•.
dope, fiend's
J.ife s ryle. •• 1
Wann·a
Be
Free '' talks
a~out gang
'
'
v10Je nce and
the
late s t
!rends in po/ice
harass ment.
Too Short is
. no_1 the ,best Jyri c1s1 in the world b
h·
• ur
i s delivery m
sa
•
es. ges, and o verall fl
are 011 fin1e H
. avor
a \'Oice that
. e definitely is
Short
for no o ther
needs lo be heard if
hard.
reaso11, because limes ~re
Wha1 else cu11 l sa ?
.
.
(~ret1y_ s la1nn1 i11') . All~- I g rve JI four stars
will enJoy this o11c. \VM Aard-core rap lovers
T runk "' .. H
..
sgoou11o''J Th
0
,
oes
'111d "'N
n
e
ak/a11d," which i .~· s'.,..,5 . o Love From
S_hor1 defiant! c
-~ o f 111ack-abi/i1y. Too
Pimp ,.
y o111cs off as ''Sh
.
a rty, The
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Save
Now

Save

Save
Now

Save
Now •

Now

'

'

Apple Macintosh PowerBook' 145 4/40
•

Get over 1400 worth of preloaded software when you buy one of the
Apple" Macintosh" computers shown above at our best prices ever.
And if you are interested in financing options, be sure to ask for
details about the Apple Computer Loan. But hurry, because student
'

,, ....
•

,,

Apple Macintosh LC II

Apple Macintosh Classic• II·

aid like this is only available through October 15, 1992 - and only
at your authorized Apple campus reseller.

•

•

For more information visit the University Bookstore
or contact Myrtle Crabbe 806-6658
.
or visit John cash, Stuiteot Apple Rep at the Bookstore
Tu~ & wed's 10:()().12:30 301/292-1851
·.
'or call Fran Poling at Clinton Computer 301/599-9555 x241

•
•

.._.ettd ' °'"""'di

C lWl .\i>I* Compt.1c1, h:. !f>jlic, m. Apple ~"IP-' ,.111 ~-, . .. >'<8l•O'<'d ~ u:Appk: Computl.T, tr..-. OW!i<.,,
lo.....J tt>App.c CumfM"'". Int. ~ .. awf. ir; i !Nl.61wk ii lcpplr ~. lltr n.c lbiok.., 1 - CN:jdlptdb ll • tndoln.-k ol J!.lnd<n """""' lit.r - ............ " l"""Jr ~M" llitti:•wr. P.lnlftnlr ~ lld o
"-"''~tot• ,r..,D,-....t lly l!cughlot1 lrlmlnComµny, ~ ,J ni.-. Nnl:ri<'".111 ~ lc. . lllcdonuy nl • ••• p, l1w;: ~Tl- fme;:Tm ~ ~ iJI.~ I') 4l'fl"'ll" ~. Ill(. C• lerdw (,_-lo. a 11od:>1""" a ·l't.'-1!" '.t;> i;oi...,..,. (...,..,...:or_llsmtWlllrr l! 1o...O.m•llr <.f fl<•.~- <;.-,11.n.,. r'i'"l''"'I'· Irr All rrn'•rt ....,... '"' rt-r.u.:b:wl
':i llM:ll lcsp;"(fll: hl>Hi:i.... tlfb it~.d ,., the IU.±1..... ~ 1~1 (<# (,,,,.11.Ul mly. All~~ i><WIC preW.lo:d .i.h oohmc ..:I tircmUtocmu... vfhlm.dunt. !>illir .-t\ Jlf".nlld ,,.,..._ llOt ladWlid Lnthl; ufa
I
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At Casio, we've come up with a better way for you to
hit the books. It's the Casio FX-7700GB- a great new
g raphic calculator that has.everything you need. tO
get to the head of the class. Including computer-linkability, a User-friendly ffiellU Screen and 3QQ powerf\.il
functl.OnS for math, SCl'ence and statl'Stl.CS.
· 8 l 80 h 88 8 grea t IleW way
B U t th a t 'S llQ t 8· 11 . C 8810
for y- OU to hit the road. When you enter Casio's ''Power
.
Graphic'' Swe~pstakes, you '11 be putting yourself .
in the running for a great new
. t 0th
·
er great pr,tzeS
M az d a M la a.
. include Casio Car
TVs, Casio
.•
Raprri8.n Keyboards and Casio
Sports Watches .
Tu enter Casio's '' P ower
· '' S
'"
}
G rap h lC
weeps t a k eS, Slffip
Y
fill OUt .the COUpOn belOW, bring it
tO your participating campUS
bbOkStOre and drop it iiltO the Sl Ot
Graphic'' .
On t he Casi'o ''Power
,l
Co unter c ard · And while you're
there, make SUre you Check OUt
Casio's great family of Graphic
·and Sci·enti'fi'C Calculators.
""hey've
got everything you n _e ed
.&.
tO make the grade_._flO matte_r
I
'
. what course you're l~aking! ·
~

1

No pu<ehase oecessa1y To eote1 corn<je:e \he ott>e'a' eot•t

form 1n this aayert1sement or one tourf! at a oart1c1par·rig

•

college bOO,SIO" aod depos'1 ,, "theep"Y bO• located at a
par11c1pating-co11e9e bookstore by Octol:iler 31 1992 Lnn1t at
one entry per person Open to res1dentSof lhe US 1.,ho are
college1un1vers1tystu'd entsaso!Septemper i'o 1992 excep·
employees and their tam1l1esof Casio. 1n1 · Hakut1odo Adver
t1s1ng of America. Inc

POW!i:R GAO P INC

and rt1e11

respect1veatl1l1a1es.d1strrbu1orsanddea rs Allfeoeral srate
and local laws and regu lations apply Vod \'Vhere 01oh1b;ied
Only off1c1al entry forms from adver11sem nts 1n col'ege rie1·.s
papers or from a part1c1pat1ng college ooksrore \'1111 be accepted Ouphcate or 1acs1m1le entry for I s are void W1r111ers
will be selected by November 20. 1992 by an 1naepenaent
judging organ1za11on whose dec1s1ons are hnal One Graria
andfourF1rs1Pr1ze'w1nnersw1llbeselectedatrandomf1orna1
entries received lr"om all part1c1pa!lng college bOOk!':lOfeS
One Second and two Third Prize \'11nne(s •viH be se ectP.d at
random1,omentr1es received trorr each par11c1oa11ng coliege
bookstore Odds or w1nn1ng G[and and First Prize ..-.1 · be
determined by the io1a1nUmbel·01 ehg1b!e ent1Jes rece1veo
Odds of w1nn1ng Second and Third Prizes determined by•_
number or e11g1ble en1ries rec eived by entrant's par11c1oau1q
bookstore Prizes Grand Prize (1) Mazda M1ata app10K
value $14 .800. F1rs1 Prize (4)Cas10 Car
value $699 Sec1
ond Prize (80J 9as10 Aapman Keyboarp value $99 Th1ro
Prize (160) Casio Sports Watch value $19 Total prize va'ue
$33.356 Prizes are not transferable or rEjdeeinable !or cash
All prizes will be awarded No subst1tu11on for Qr1zes except as
necessary due to ava1lab1hty ·oH and M \ res1den!s only may
request an othc1a1 entry form by send111g a self·addressed
stamped envelope to Casio '" Power CSraph1c Entry cio
POWER GROUP. INC . 1350 Sixth P..ven~e. 101h Floor Ne1\
York . NY 10019 by September 30. 1992 or mail a completed
entrylorm Ma1l·1nentr1esmustbepostmarkedby0ctober3t
1992 and received by !he Judges oy November 15 1992 To
ob1a1n a 1is101winners. send a self·addressect stamped enve

TV

•

•

1ope10· cas10W1nners. cJo POWER GROµP. INC 13sos1x1h
A-..:enue. 10th Floor. New York. NY 10019'after Novemoer 30
1992 For Complete o!f1c1al rules. please VIS~ 3 part1c1pal1ng
college bookstore or send a sell·addressed sla\flped enve
lope to: Casio ·; Power Graphic"' Rules. cJo POWER GROUP
INC. 1350 Sixth Ave . 10th Floor. New Ork NY 10019 by

0c1obe1 1s. 1992

•

·

r---1--------- -------------------
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I
SOURCE

o·F

I

AVAILABLE AT
YOUR UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

'

HOW TO ENTER

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

CASIO ''POWER GRAPHIC'' SWEEPSTAKES
ENTRY FORM
'
Hurry! Emry deadline is 10131192.

.

Age

'

•

.

Major

Sch ool
Home Address

Zip

Stato

City
'nllepho n e

)

(

•

.

L imit one entry per person
..

r

·

'

•

•

•
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Andy's thoughts on ...

If It's A Yes Man
They Want ...

I

•

This week marked the end of an era. The Fay Vincent
era as comn1issioner of Major' League Baseball . Vincent
was ''forced'" to resign after 18 of 26 of the owners that
hired Vincent in the firsl place voted in favor of a ''no
confidence'' resolution stating simply that they did not
have any confidence in his leadership. Eloquently put,
Vincer.it concluded that he preferred ''resignation not litigation··. In other words. th"e owners wanted a yes man.
Granted the owners are Vincent's boss. but they hired
him to do• what was in the best interest of the game , not
the owners. First of all in a11y organi zation you cannot
please all of the pebple all of the time and if the owners
thought that baseball was exe1npt fro111 th is rule then they
were sad!' 1nistake11.
1,

CONFLICT #I OCTOBER 17; 1989: Postponement of
the World Series. We all remember the San Francisco
eanhquake don ' 1,we? Well tijat ea11hquakejus1 happened
to take place during the ·g9 World Series. The Audacity.
The Co1runish decides to postpone the Series stating that
there are more impo11a11t things than ''our modest little
spoiling eveni··· i This statement definitely ruffled .some
feathers everywhere except. of course, irl San Francisco
where these people were feeling the impact of the earthquake. It YfOU!d be very easy for me to sit in my home in
Columbia, Maryland and ye ll and scream at Vincent for
postponing the ga111es, but I would be suffering from a
total lack of con1passion. l. Hey Why pos1pone the Series?
l'n1 sure the fa11s wouldn·t mind stepping over the rubble
and the bodies i'n order to witness America' s favo rite
pasttime at it 's best. Tl1c owners felt that V;incen1's deci sion was totally out of line. Do these pwners have feel ings or what? The nerve of some people.
'

I

•

Bison go down to Tigers in pener
( ·

By Andrea Wiiiiama
Hilltop Staff Writer

tackles , 10 unas sisted, an.d strong safe ty Tim
Watson who also added 10 tackles, eight unassisted, and l sack. Also on an up note, the Bison
Plagued with bad snaps, bad weather defense held Morehouse to only ·10 second-half
and terrible field conditions the Bison football yards.
'
1
team got off to a shaky start on Saturday as they
•
The Bison will be on th~ road agaih to
dropped their season opener againSt Morehouse face their n ~ xt opponent AJ·a ba ma A&M
College in front of a packed house of more than · University, who al so dropped their first game to
10,000 fan s. The final score was 7-0.
Jacksonville State 7-6. The game is scheduled
The Bulldogs posted the only score of for Saturday Sept. 12th. at 7:00 p.m.
the game in the first quarter when quarterback
This is the first meeting between the two teams.
Eric Johnson fouf!d wide receiver Jairus
Middlebrook s in the end zone for a nine-yard
touchdown reception . Bison quarterback, Jay MEACGAMES
Walker, in his first start, completed 10 of 27
'
passes for 90 yards. Walker a.l s~ cai;ried the ball
In other MEAC action, Del'\ware ·State
nine times for 39 yards. The running game was defeated Cheyney University 54-0. ln ·addit'ion to
up to par as running back Rhadi Ferguson carried the win , Delaware State's lin e b ac,ke r Lloyd
the ball I 0 t·ime ~ for 43 yards and fullback Badson was selected MEAC Rook,ie of the Week
Rupert Grant added 39 yards on eight carries ~
for hi s s ix-so lo
Outstanding performances were put out tackles and one sack .
•
by defensive end James Spears who racked up 12
Florida A&M (FAMU) topped Georgia

Southern 28·17. Two FAMU players received
top billing. Keith BroWn received Offensive
Player of the Week honors by completing 24 of
39 pas ses for 2 B8 yards. Brown· completed
touchdowns passes for 54, 10 and four yards. On
the defensive side for the Rattlers Lee Greene
was named Co-Defensive Player of the Week . .
Greene had I 0 tackles, five solo, and had two
sacks.
•
North Carolina A&T crushed .North
Carolina Central 49-7. James Lancaster of A&T
was named MEAC Offensive Lineman of the ~
Week after hi s offense tallied 519 yards . :
Lancaster caught. three passes for 49 yards and
al so scored a touc;hdown from seven yards out.
I
South (j:arolina State rolled past
Newberry 42 - 17! S.C . State's Anthony Cook
'
also earned Co-Defens
ive Player of the Week
honors .
In the only other MEAC loss, Savannah
St. beat Bethune-Cookman College. The final
score was 31-21.

Tennis team sets up for a year of love

'

By Andrea Wiiiiams
Hilltop Staff Writer
This week markS the beginning of the Howard University
me n 's and women's tennis season.
The program , headed by Coach
Larry Strickland, ha s achieved
much s ucce ss ov.er recent years.
· Strickland, who 'is beginning his
ninth year at the h'e'l m of the tennis
program, coached the women to the
M id-Eastern Ath letic Conference
(MEAC) Championship last season
while helping the men establish a·
third place finish in the conference.
Having such an outstanding seaSon
last year, the women cou ld be on
cou rse for another championship
seas9n with having to endure the
loss ·of only one member from its
c hampions hip team. Thi1 year's
women 's captain, Stephanie
•
Johnson, is ranked Ji5th on the
National Amateurs Circuit. The
women should be able to maintain
.
file~
previous success with :the help of
Team captains Stephanie Johnson and Mason Harris prepare for the season schedule.
suc h players as LaShawnn Jones.
The . improve greatly with the· addition of 'Mason Harris.' the club is in 'the posiStrickland feels that JOnes •. having · Emmit s burg , Maryland .
pos ted a 24-5 ~ecord in only her Invitational· begin s p n Sept. 18 and some key tran sfer s. The transfers tio~ to improve greatly.
The inc lud e Kabelo Mas iane from
~I
'' Bringing in so me ve ry
freshman year, is one of the team's runs t}\ro ugh the 20th.
most consistent players. Strickland women's first home match will be Frances Marion, David Parker from s trQn~ transfers should bolster the
a lso expects great thing s from on Sept .'23 against George Maso n George Mason University and Bryce team greatly," Strickland said. The
I
McCullough from Santa Monica men open up their season on the road
C hishona Husband, Stacey Jackson University at 3:00 p.m.
. The m e n also had an up City College.' Strickland also feel s at George Mason University on Sept.
a nd Kahli Parham, who are also
returning from last year 's champi- year finishing third in the MEAC . that th es'~ add iti o ns o n the men 's 12 at 1:00 p .m . The men 's home
onship team. The women open up Although the men have lost four side will defi nitely add experience to debut will be against the University
their season by participating in the people from last yea r 's team , the team . With the return this year of the D1strict of Columbia on Sept.
Mt . St . Mary's In vitational in Strickland feels that the men should of last year 's men 's team captain, 15: [Match time is 3:00 p.m

ing 23 minytes into
the first half when
senior forward,
Kana Hi s lop, fed
junior forwa rd,
Wendell Regis,
who then launc hed
a ki ck p iis t the
Terp s
all-ACC
goalkeeper
Cannine Isacco.
The Terps,
who ,also have
great expectation s
. photo by Michael Harris
for the year, came ·
·
·
·
'
roaring back when Booter dl~plays sklllfull moves while leaping over defender •

freshman Carlos Carona fed freshffian Gavin Boyd who then butted a
head shot over the outstretched ann
of Delgado to tie the game at 1- 1.
38 minutes into the half. The score
r~mained deadlocked at I. I as the
teams' broke for intermission.
fn the second half the two
teams traded off defensive stands
and free kicks . It seemed inevitable
that the next goal would win the
game: Hislop had a golden oppor·

!unity but missed, high, a clear head
s11iot . But the team captain from
Trinidad made amends with five
minutes left in the game when he
sco red on a breakaway beating
Isacco and giving the Bison the vietory.
''I lost my concentration,"
Hislop said rCferring to the missed
head shot. ''But overall I think we
played real well."
Alden
coac h
Te rps

Andy and Glls" NFL Picks . Week #2 of the
•

Chicago et New Orleans

Atlanta at Waahlngton

Gue: Two field goal teams .
I like New Orleans at home.
Pick: Saints
Andy: Battle of the
Defenses. Harbaugh vs.
Hebert. Pick: Bears

Gue: The Skins .are mad .
Pick: RedSkin!i
Andy: If the Skins lose two
in a row it will be another
verse of the ~After the Super
Bowl Blues". Pick: Redskins

•

Gus: New York is due for a
good game. Pick: Giants
Andy: NFC East. A definite
u·pick'S:fn. Pick: Cowboys•

1

Sc~son

L.A. Reldera et Cincinnati

Green Bey at Tampa Bey

Dallas at N.Y. Giants

k

Shatluck praised the Bison speed
but insisted both teams could
improve . ''We both made a lot of
mistf!.kes . ,Howard's got a lot of
speed and they capitalized on 9urs,"
Shattuck said. 'ti think if we played
each other at the end of thC year it
would be just as close.''
The Bison, who were undefeated in pre-season play, will face
Virginia Commonwealth at home on
Saturday. Game time is 7:30 p.m ..

•

Gui: TalJlpB is at home.
Pick: Buccaneers
1'ndy: Sam Wyche, my
favorite coach . Pick:
Buccaneers

•

•

\

'

'

•

Gue: Clncy has no
defense. Pick: Raiders
Andy: Clncy hu Bdomor.
. Only. Pick: Raiders

I

•

•

•

;

.,
•

'

Booters hold off Terps
with a late 2-1 win

•

\

•

CONFLl'CT #2 July 30, : 1990:
The Geo rge
Steinbren ~e r ban . First of all, the word '' ban'' in any
sport is u ~ed just too loosely in my opinion. A ban is
when a pariicipant. whether that panicipant be a coach,
trainer. athlete or cheerleader. is not allowed to pailicipate in any way shape or form in the spoil of whicli-i he
violated the rules. Now how m~ny times have we sedn a
real ban in professional spoils. We may have witnessed
suspensions, but bans-rarely. Of course you do have the
case of Pete Rose. but lhar· s a totally different stdry all
together. Vincent banned New York 1Yankees majority
owner George Steinbrenner after beirlg found guilty of
paying ga1nbler Howard Spira $40,000 f~r dirt on ~h en
Yankees outfie lder Dave Winfield. NbW what a crazy
idea. Vince111 bann'ed an owner for spying On one of hi s
players. ' Now do you see why the world of sport s is
crazy. We need more George Steinl;>renners and less Fay
Vincents,. How about Steinbreniler for Commish. Yes,
1raa1's a good idea. Then he and Pete Rose can enlist the
sa me bookie s. No. e\•en better. Steinbrenner could
implen1ent into the Leagues ' constitution that each team
has it_s own boo~ies . Thi s would definitely eliminate
'conflict of interests'
su itsr.
•
·,
CONFLICT #3 June 8. 1992' STEVE HOWE " Ban··.
Who is Steve Ho\ve you might ask. Howe is an ex-New
York Yankee relief pitcher \vho was also a seven-time
offend er of the Maj ors· drug policy. Count them seven
times. In no organ ization. in any lifetime should any one
person be allowed seven chances to break the same law
or rule. , ·v1n·cent flnally, decided as commi sh to put his
fo ot down a11d ba11 Howe fo r life from Maj or League
.
'
.
Baseball ." After all. thi s man does not desf!rve to be out
By Gus Griffin
'
amongst soc iety much less being able to take a basebal l Hilltop Staff Writer :
bat and swing it at a hard object knocking it into a stadi.
um of fan s. 111 th e Majors, a nyone who is banned is
The Howard Bison Booters
allowed to appeal. Well Howe appealed and enlisted the
•Jived up to the pre-season hype on
aide of three Yankee execs· to testify on his behalf thus
Saturday night by edging the stub·
bringing)us to conflicl #4.
born Maryland Terrapins 2-1 in the
CONFLICT# 4 Jul y I, 1992: After. the Appea l. season opener for both teams at
•
Greene Stadium .
Vin ce nt ordered the three exec utive s. Gene Michael,
It was a humid night which
Buck Showalter and Jack Lawns to hi s office and ''ruffled
some feather s.'' Thi s s ummons turned o ut to be the tested the pre-season conditioning
breaking point in the relationship between the Yankees of both. squads in the early going .
But in the erid, the Bison proved to
~nd the con1r11i sl1.
.
have too much speed and endurance
CONFLICT #5 July 6, 1992: THE REALIG1'1MENT for the Terps.
.
OF THE NATIONAL L EAGUE: Yin ce nt ·orders
''It's a g_reat ,first step·, "
National League realignment and is immediately taken to Bison coach Keith Tucker said
court by the Chicago Cubs. · Vincent simply wants to put
when sum~zing the team's openthe teams that are east of the Mississi ppi in the east and er. , ''We need to work on our stamithe teams tha'i are west of the Mi ssissippi in the west. na and offensive control gf the ball,
What a wacko! How dare he try to make sense of the
but we defended well and gained a
alignment s in Major League Baseball . After all , who
lot of confidence in Delgado'',
cares if fourth .graders grow up thinking that Chicago is
Tucker said referring to the sophoeast and Atla!lta is west. They're just baseball players
more forward John Delgado of
not teachers, let the kids learn geography in school. To
Baton Rouge who filled in as goalbe honest I can see why the Cubs would oppose this decikeeper and successfully defended
sion . They would have to play more games in the western time zone, therefore their games would begin later · six of seven shots-on-goal.
The Bison opened the scarand their television revenues would drop, thu s causing
the team to lose .money . That's my argument for the
Cubs. But upon fl,lilher examination the, White Sox managed to keep up with the late starts due to the west coast
scheduling . If the White ."Sox can do it then so can the
Cubs.
All in all , Fay Vincent; has done a lot for baseball in his short time at the helm. lf the owners feel that
they can do better with a different choice of commissioner, then I.say bring him on. Even a yes man has to say no
sometimes.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
DISCOUNT CARDS!!!!! I
GREAT SAVING$!!
Discount cards offering savings

from local n1erchants will be
sold by the Howard University
Marching Band Alumni
Association beginning Sept 9.
Receive sav ings on sports wear,

books, fast food. 11ail and hair ·
care, etc.!

ONLY $10.00 PER CARD
Proceed s will benefit the HU

Marching Band.
Look for us in Blackbum Center.
HUMBAA
Stay Tuned for the Ist meeting
of the H.U. Club New Jersey!
Are you i11terestedjn joining the

•

gyn1? Call Kali or Lawanda at
516-6063 (pager)
Rock Music is Back in Black
Ji mi He11drix. Livi11g Colour,
Parlia111ent Fu11kadellic, 247-

SPY2- Every Wed?esday Nile
UPFRUNT puts the t'u11k back in

.it! 9:30 - until . $5.00
The
African R6on1 3102 Ml. Pleasant
St. 4 blocks fro1n Meridi a11
Toastmaslers, Showing You The
Way To Better Speech.
Thursdays 6:00 pm In The
Undergraduate lecture room-. •
Fight for a Socialist Future!
Bankrupl A1nerican Capitalism
T~rgets Blacks, Wo!11en. Labor.
Gays:
·
Spartacist Forum:
Speaker: Amy Rath. Edi1or.
Women and Revolutio11
Salurday, Sept. 12, 2:00pm
Undergraduate Library Lecture
Room Call(202) 872-8240
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity
Inc. Beta Chapt_e r would like
to invite the Howard community
to take part in our annual Alpha
Week programs.
Call to Chapel
.
Sunday September I 31h,

I I' I I ~

I' I{ I '\ l

•

Furnished Room For Rent
Beginning WedneSday,
Student Environment Near
September 16, I 992. If you are
Howard University. w/d,
interested in a time of spiritual
$275/m including utilities Call
refreshment and renewal, come
(202) 291-2248
.and enjoy.
Rooms 4 Rent 2 Left, Harvard
Cali Club
& Georgia Area w/d,
Next Meeting is on Sept ·t6
microwave, w/w, Quiet and Nice
ATTENTION, ALL undergradu$275 and $285 Call 462-7456
ate MEMBERS of AKA
Share House one/half block
Sorority, Inc:
There will be a Reorganizational from main campus one bedroom
meeting on Sept. 16th at 7:30pm and all utilities included offstreet parking available washin Screening Rm. East (Third
er/dryer close to main transFloor) of the Communications
ponation and green line $350
Building. Please bring the
per month Call Joan after 6pm
Proper Credentials.
232-3045
If you have ally questions you
may Call (202) 265-0514
For rent 3228 Hiatt Pl. 2-br,
Attention: All students interest$700, 234-2653
ed in becoming H.U. Student
1300 ljarvard St, Eff, $400, 387Ambassadors. Please attend our
4754
first workshop fDr the 92-93
1460 Euclid St, Eff, $375, 483school year. 1
8154
When: Sept 21, 1992 4-7pm
' \ Landlord: (301)571-1998
Where: Forum, Blackbum
One-Bedroom Basement
Center
•
The Sweethean Court of Alpha
Available Now!! Includes: Own
Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc., Beta
L./Room, Kitchen, Bathroom,
Chapter wou~d like to invite the
and AJC. Location: Harvard St
Howard University community
and Georgia Ave. Call now at
to take part in our Ra~
(202) 986-7464
Awarness Session on September
NW - Off 16th St: 1510
23, 19?,2 in the School of
.
Business Auditorium al 7:00 pm. Monroe. 3 Bedroorps, 2 1/2 Ba',
Wall lo Wall .Carpeting, 2- Car
Reception will follow.
Garage $I ,250 +Utilities. (202)
FOR RENT
2 bedroom apartments, newly
291-8149
renovated, carpet, new kite~
SERVICES
and bathroom ceiling fans, se91Proresslotial VCR and Small
rity building, walking distance
Appliance Repair .
off campus, $575.00 and $550.
Free Estimates Affordable Rates
plus pan utilities. Call (202)
Guaranteed Service
Call
529-2320
John at (202) 882-5845 or
Housemate want~d: Townhouse,

Saving The Family
Monday September ·I4th,
7:06pm . Schoo~of Business RM
'
200
Black Symbolism In the Media
Tuesday Seplember 15th,
7:06pm School of Business
Auditorium
Entrepreneurship in the 90's
Wednesday Seplember 16th,
7:06pm School of BusinesS RM
200
~ajisty of the Blues
Thursday September 17th,
1:06pm Human Ecology
Auditorium
Self Defense
Fridi y September 18th,
School of Business RM 200
End of Alpha Week Jam: A
tribute to the BlaCk Woman
Saturday September 19th
Attention All Volunteers!!!
Homecoming Volunteer interest
n1ee1ing Tuesday, Sept. 15, 1992
at 6:00pm in the Blackbum
Cepter 4 udi1orium. All students
i11terested call Laura James 8065426
.;\11ention: All returning Student
A1nbassadors. Please attend the
I st meeting of the new school
year. When: Sept. 15th 6:00pm
Where: Hilltop Lounge,
•
Blackburn Center
.CALl'CLUB
Thanks ;to all my California
'
.
Family,lour First meeting was a
success. Let's make the Earth
move thi s year. Next meeting is
on Sept. 16th.
·
COMING SOON NOONDAY
PRAYER
You <ire invited to attend noon day prayer. Sponsored by Tom
Skinner Assoc iates. Noonday
prayer will take place every
Wednesday and Friday from 12
11oon 1011pru at Andrew
Memorial Rankin Chapel.
,. ,. ~ ()I
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front office. 20 hours per week
between 8 and 4. Or, work 4-7
M-F. $5 per hour. Walk to
metro. Call kat.hy at 703n392266.
.J NTERNSHIP AT AD .
AGENCY Focus on marketing,
•
graphic design, or copywriting.
20-40 hours per week. No pay,
just terrific experience. Walk to
Alexandria metro. Call Kathy at
703/739-2266.
NATIONAL MARKETING
FIRM IS SEEKING AMBI·
TIOUS INDIVIDUALS TO
WORK IN THE MARKET~G MANAGEMENT, AND
PUBLIC RELATIONS AREA
OF OUR BUSINESS:
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
$J 50 - $350 (comm) Per wk
PART - TIME$
$500 - $750 (comm) Per wk
FULL - TIME$
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CONTACT:
ARNOLD M. JOLIVET II
(410) 832-6269 - BALT.
~02) 965-9 132 - D.C.
ABV Si 111ER After school
care for 11 )'ear old female. Pick
up from sc hool ..... Car required .
Please call ... Gordon & Patricia
Vaughn-Cooke. (202) 2913406
GREEKS & CLUBS RAISE A
COOL $1,000.00 IN JUST
ONE WEEK! PLUS $1000 FOR
MEMBER WHO CALLS! And
a·FREE HEADPHONE
RADIO jusl for calling 1-800932-0528, Ex1 65 .
•CAMPUS REPS WANTED•
HEATWAVE
VACATIONS
.
SPRINGBREAK.J993 THE
BEST RATES & THE
BIGGEST COMMISSIONS

'

(202) 452-5930

beautifully situated in Logan
Circle community, near Sutton
Plaza, w/w carpet, w/d, secured
building, balcony, access to
sauna and roof deck . $400 utilities included
I .

\\I
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HELP WANTED
RECEPTIONIST' Alexandria .
ad agency needs p/t receptionist
to answe~ phones and run busy

FOR MORE INFORMA·
TION1CALL 800-395-WAVE

PERSONALS

So BOLD stranger will it be in
SILENCE tha\ we ~nd? Are ·
you gonna COME and TALK
to ME so we can still remain
FRIENDS.
YO!!!' WINSLOW what up
dude? Do ya still love H.U,
Don't study to hard and try to
attend a few classes this time.
Luv, the short cute one!
Joan M . So happy you' re back
among the girlfriends, the circle
is still well you know. LOVE
AND PEACE, THE HIP HIPPIE!
Hi Pals. 1 Jove you!
1
Peace, Kali
Welcome Back To The Brothers

I

THE PERSING RIFLES
FRATERNITY.
'TEACH ME
LOGIC'"
•
I P/R 90 Baby Drill Ill
SCOONEY
Atlanta wasn't nutin nice
Raphael: You ate STILL in the .
dog house!
Club Ne~ Jersey welcomes all
New JerSeyans to Howard
.
University. Have a great ·semes-

~
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Cram, D, J.J . Next trip: When?
Where?
The Fuse
Good luck to Angela, Ge'na,
Karen, Jermaine, Joseph, Rene
and the rest of the INROADS
GW posse!
Jamila ·
A Funkie Diva Jam
Coming Soon!!!
Ayanna.
Hopefully we can get to know
each other better
To K ~ This dude from
Cambridge thinks you got it
goin' on. So Wzup· !
Psycho
1.D.l.C.
?
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DIRECTOR OF ~FIELD OF DREAMS"
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IRONICALLY, THE TIME TO·START

SAVING FOR RE
IS WHEN IT LOOKS
LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT.
an't afford to save for retirement ?
~ven if you 're not counting the years to
The truth is, you can't .ifford not to.
retirement, you can count on TIAA:CREF
~ot when you reali:ze that your retirement
to help you b1;1ild the future you deservecran_ last 21> to 30 years or more . You 'll want
with flexible retirement and tax-deferred
to live at least as comfortably then as you '- annuity plans, a diverse portfolio of invest·
do now. A~d that takes planning.
ment choices, and a record of personal
Jiy starting to s~ve now, you can take
service that spans 75 years.
advantage of tax-deferral and give your
Over a million people in education and
money time to compound and grow.
research put TIAA·CREF at the top of
Consider t~is :_ set aside just $100 each
their list for retirement planning. Why not
month" beg1nn1ng at age 30 and you can
join them?
accumulate over $192 ,539• by the time
Call today and learn how siffiple it is
you reac h age 65. But wait ten years and
to build a secure tomorrow when you
you'll have to budget $22 7each month
have time and TIAA-CREF working on
to reach the same goal.
your side.
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A burglar, a
a fugitive, a delinquent, a hacker, end a pillnoteachera.,.i th111 are the good guys.
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